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Abstract
The congruence lattice Con(A) of a finite algebra A is power-hereditary if, for all 
n, every 0-1 sublattice of (Con(A))n is the congruence lattice of an algebra on 
the universe of A n. In this thesis, I provide necessary and sufficient conditions for 
congruence lattice representations of S 7 , the smallest meet-semidistributive lattice 
not satisfying the join-semidistributive law, and its dual to be power-hereditary. I 
then show th a t the congruence lattice of (2A)2, the meet-semilattice on 2 2, is power- 
hereditary. Consequently, I prove th a t every finite lattice in the variety of S7  is 
isomorphic to the congruence lattice of an algebra with a meet operation. A natural 
question — whether the congruence lattice of (2 A)n, the meet-semilattice on 2n, 
is power-hereditary for all n  >  3 — leads to a proof tha t every automorphism of 
Con((2A)n) is carried by an automorphism of (2A)n. I discuss the implications of 
this and conclude with some open questions.
ii
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background
1.1 In troduction
Lattices show up frequently in m athem atics — almost anywhere where there is an 
ordered structure. They are seen in families of topologies, logical structures, and 
the ordering of the integers when w ritten as the products of primes. But most 
importantly, they show up in Universal Algebra, whether it be in the ordering of 
varieties or, as in this thesis, as the congruence lattices of various algebras.
This research is motivated by the Finite Lattice Congruence Representation 
Problem: “Is every finite lattice representable by a finite algebra?” In other words, 
“Is every lattice L with a finite number of elements isomorphic to the congruence 
lattice of an algebra A with a finite number of elements?” The problem is described 
by Palfy in [7] as “perhaps the most famous unsolved problem in Universal Algebra” 
and, as of today, the complete answer remains unknown. Many advances have been 
made towards solving it, though, and, in the last few years, interest has returned to 
the subject.
Many classes of lattices have been proven to be representable including all fi­
nite distributive lattices and every finite lattice in the varieties of M 3  and N 5, the
1
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Figure 1.1: The lattice S7
smallest modular non-distributive and non-modular lattices, respectively. Recently, 
thanks to some new and unique proof techniques used by John Snow in [18], Peter 
Palfy and Pal Hegedus introduced the notion of hereditary and power-hereditary 
congruence lattices [7]. These definitions opened up a whole new range of prob­
lems pertaining to the representation problem and provided the impetus for the 
questions posed and answered in this thesis. The major question asked is, “do 
there exist congruence lattice representations of S7 and its dual and, if so, are they 
power-hereditary?” See Figure 1.1.
I begin w ith some im portant definitions th a t are needed to understand the argu­
ments and results in this and the following chapters. Following the definitions, I give 
a history of some of the previous results pertaining to the Finite Lattice Congruence 
Representation Problem. Many of the results mentioned in this section are used as 
tools for proofs in the subsequent chapters and so are referred to frequently.
In Chapter 2, two lattices are considered — S7, the smallest meet-semidistributive 
lattice not satisfying the join-semidistributive law, and its dual, S7*. Theorem 2.14 
provides a necessary and sufficient condition for a congruence lattice representa­
tion of S 7 to be power-hereditary. Theorem 2.18 describes a similar condition for a 
representation of S7*.
The thesis question is then partially answered in Chapter 3 where I describe 
(2a )2, the four-element Boolean meet-semilattice, and show th a t its congruence 
lattice is isomorphic to S7. I then proceed to prove the main theorem of this chapter:
2
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Theorem  3.7. The congruence lattice o f (2A ) 2 is a power-hereditary representation 
o f the lattice S7 .
Included, in addition to my original proof presented, is an alternate proof of this 
theorem suggested to me by John Snow. The chapter concludes with an application 
of Theorem 3.7:
Theorem  3.15. Every finite lattice in the variety generated by S 7  is representable 
by the congruence lattice o f a finite algebra with a meet operation.
The algebra (2A ) 2  is just a specific finite Boolean meet-semilattice. In Chapter 4, 
I begin the process of generalizing Theorem 3.7 to (2A)n for all n. I motivate 
the proofs in the chapter with a discussion of another specific case {n =  3) and 
then proceed to prove in Theorem 4.16 tha t, for all n, every automorphism of the 
congruence lattice of (2A)n is, in fact, carried by an automorphism of (2A)n. Finally 
in Chapter 5, I discuss the implications of Theorem 4.16 and how I will attem pt to 
proceed in proving the congruence lattice of (2 A)n is power-hereditary for all n. The 
thesis concludes with a discussion of some questions tha t have arisen as a result of 
the research done.
1.2 B asic defin itions
These definitions follow the standard form used in [1], [2], and [24],
Let L be a set of elements combined with a partial order < th a t is reflexive 
(a < a for every a in L), transitive (for all a, b, and c in L, if a < b and b < c, then 
a < c), and antisymmetric (for all a and b in L, if a < b then b ^ a). Let x, y, and z 
be in L. The element z is the least upper bound of x  and y ii x  < z  and y < z  and, 
for all a in L, whenever x < a and y < a, then z < a. If, for every x  and y in L, 
there exists a least upper bound z  of x  and y, then say the jo in  of x  and y  exists and
3
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is equal to z, in symbols, x V y  = z. Similarly, if the greatest lower bound z of x  and 
y  exists, then call z  the meet  of x  and y, in symbols, x  A y  = z. A partially ordered 
set L is a lattice whenever, for all x  and y  in L, the join and meet of x  and y  both 
exist and are elements of L. A lattice with a finite set of elements is aptly named 
a finite lattice. In this thesis every lattice discussed is a finite lattice. It follows 
from the definitions of join and meet th a t a finite lattice also has a bottom  element, 
denoted 0, and a top element, denoted 1. Also, for any subset K  = {k \ , . . . ,  kn} of 
a finite lattice L, define / \ K  = k\ A . . .  A kn. Similarly, \] K  =  k \V  .. .V kn. I adopt 
the convention tha t in a finite lattice f \  0 =  1 .
A meet-semilattice is a partially ordered set of elements where the meet of any 
two elements exists but the join of any two elements does not necessarily exist. A 
finite meet-semilattice has a bottom  element 0 but does not necessarily have a top 
element. Partially ordered sets, meet-semilattices, and lattices have the delightful 
property tha t their Hasse diagrams can be drawn and their ordering, meets, and 
joins can all be recovered completely from these diagrams. Two Hasse diagrams 
appear in Figure 1.2.
A subset L' of elements of a lattice L is a sublattice if for all a and b in I / ,  a A b
and aVb  are also in L/. Moreover, 1 / is a 0-1 sublattice if it is a sublattice containing
the 0 and 1 elements of L and this is denoted L' <  L. A subset C of L is convex
0-1
if, for all x, y, and z in L such th a t x < y < z, whenever x  and z  are in C, the 
element y  is also in C. If a and b are any two elements in L such th a t a < b, then 
the subinterval [a, b] is the set of all elements x  in L such th a t a < x  < b. A subset 
A  of elements of L is a chain if x < y  or y < x  for all x  and y in A  and A is an 
antichain if x  < y implies th a t x = y for every x  and y in A. We say an element 
a covers b, w ritten b < a if, for a, b, and c in L, when b < c < a it follows tha t 
b = c. An element x  in L is join-irreducible if x  =  y V z  implies x = y  or x = z  for 
all y and z  in L. It follows tha t if x  is join-irreducible and y -< x  and z -< x, then
4
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Figure 1.2: The modular but non-distributive lattice M 3 and the non-modular la t­
tice N 5
y  = z. Similarly, for x, y,  and z  in L, the element x  is meet-irreducible if x  = y  A z  
implies x  = y  or x  = z. Two elements x  and y  in L are incomparable with each 
other if x  y  and y  ^  x  and this is denoted by x  || y. Finally, an element x  of L
is an atom  if x  covers 0 and a coatom if 1 covers x.  An atom is defined similarly in
meet-semilattice S and a coatom is defined in S only if S has a top element.
A lattice L is distiibutive if every x,  y,  and z  in L satisfies the equation
x  A (y V z) =  {x A y) V (x  A z). (D)
L is modular  if, for every x, y, and 2 with x  < z  in L,
x  A (y V z) =  (x A y) V 2 . (M)
We denote the smallest non-modular lattice by N 5 and the smallest modular but 
non-distributive lattice by M 3 (see Figure 1.2). It is well known th a t every lattice 
th a t is not modular contains N 5 as a sublattice of it and th a t every lattice th a t 
is not distributive contains the sublattice M 3 or N5. In addition, say th a t L is 
join-semidistributive if, for all x, y,  and z  in L,
x V  y = x V  z  implies x V y  — x V ( y A z )  (SDV)
5
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and L is meet-semidistributive if, for all x, y, and z  in L,
x A y  = x  A z  implies x  A y = x  A (y V z). (SDa )
Note th a t SDV and SDA are dual statem ents of each other. Any statem ent about 
lattices can be dualized by replacing every A with V and vice-versa.
An algebra A  =  (A; F) is a non-empty set of elements, A, called the universe 
of A and a set, F, of finitary operations. Each operation /  in F  is a function from 
A n to A for some n  and /  is an n-ary operation. A common example of an algebra 
is a group G =  ( G ; o ,_1 , id) with a binary, a unary, and a nullary operation tha t 
satisfies the following three identities for all x,y,  and z  in G:
1. X  O (y o z) — (x O y) o z,
2 . x  o id = id o x  = x,  and
3. x  o x -1 =  x ~ l o x  =  id.
Another well-known example is a vector space V  =  ( E ; + ,  —, 0 , { f r}reR) with a 
binary operation + , a unary operation —, a nullary operation 0 , and, for each r, a 
unary operation f r equal to scalar multiplication by the element r. In fact, a finite
lattice L =  ( L ; A , V , 0 , 1 )  is also an algebra with finite universe L and two binary
and two nullary operations th a t satisfies the following equations for all x, y,  and z 
in L:
(x  V y) V 2; =  x  V (y V z), (x A y) A z =  x  A (y A z), (associativity)
x  V (x A y) = x
x  V x  — x,
x A (x V y) = x.
x  A x  = x
x A y  = y A x, (commutativity)
(idempotency)
(absorption)
6
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An algebra A  is a finite algebra if the universe of A is a finite set of elements. 
In this thesis, every algebra discussed is a finite algebra. An algebra is trivial if 
it has only one element. A subalgebra of A  is a subset of A th a t is closed under 
the operations of A. Examples of subalgebras include the sublattices of a lattice. 
A direct product of two algebras A  and B with the same operations F  is denoted 
A  x B and any operation /  on elements in the universe A  x B  is done coordinate- 
wise. If n  is some integer greater than  1, then A n is the direct product n  times 
of A. Another interesting family of algebras, which I discuss in Chapter 4, are the 
Boolean meet-semilattices, defined for all n > 0 to be (2A)n =  (2n ; A) where
2n =  { ( a i , . . . ,  an) | a* € {0 , 1}}
and the meet operation is applied coordinatewise.
A function a  mapping a set A to a set B  is one-to-one if, for all a\ and o2 in 
A, a  (a i) =  a f a )  implies a\ =  a2. The map a  is onto if, to every b in B , there 
corresponds an a in A such th a t a (a ) = b. A map th a t is both one-to-one and onto is 
called a bijection. A  permutation of a set S' is a one-to-one and onto function from S 
to itself. The set of all perm utations of n  elements form a group of size n\ called the 
symmetric group and is denoted £ n. If a  maps an algebra A  to an algebra B  of the 
same type, then a  is operation preserving if a ( f f a , . . . ,  an)) =  f ( a f a ) , . . . ,  a(an)) 
for all n, all op,. . . ,  an in A, and every n-ary operation /  in F. A map a  : A  —> B 
is a homomorphism  if it is operation preserving. If a  is an onto map then B is a 
homomorphic image of A. If a  is a homomorphism mapping A  to itself, then a  is 
an endomorphism. We can now define the variety of A, or V({A}), as the set of all 
homomorphic images of subalgebras of direct products of A.
Suppose A  is a subalgebra of n r= i Ai and let {j i ,  Q {1, . . . ,ra}. Then
the mapping nju ...,jrn : A  -> Y[™=1 A jo defined by nju ...}jm(au . . . ,  an) =  (ah , . . . ,  ajm),
7
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is the projection of A onto Y\T=i A?«- ^ ^(A ) = A* for all i, then A is a subdirect 
product of JlILi Ai an<^  this denoted A < ^7=1 A,.
sd
A relation I l o n a  set A  is said to be symmetric if a\ R  a 2 if and only if a2 R  a\ 
for all ai and a 2 in A. An equivalence relation 6 on a set A is a subset of A 2 th a t 
is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. The set of all equivalence relations on A 
form a lattice, the lattice o f equivalence relations on A, and is denoted Eq(T). A 
congruence, 6, on A is an equivalence relation on the universe of A th a t is preserved 
by all of the operations in F; th a t is, for all n  and (a*, bf) in 9 where i =  1 , . . . ,  n, the 
pair ( f ( a i , . . .  , an), f ( b \ , . . . ,  bn)) is in 9 for every n-ary operation / .  For any a in A  
and congruence 9 of A, the congruence class of a in 9 is the the set of all b in A such 
th a t (a, b) is in 9 and is denoted a /9. For a i , . . .  ,a n in an algebra A, the congruence 
generated by the set { a i , . . . ,  an} is the smallest congruence such th a t a \ , . . . ,  an are 
in the same congruence class and is denoted Cg{a\ , . . . ,  an). Moreover, for any x  
and y in A, the congruence C g ( x , y ) is called a principal congruence. The set of 
all congruences of A form a lattice, denoted Con(A), and 0 and 1  in Con(A) are 
often denoted A and V, respectively. A finite lattice L is finitely fermentable if L 
and Con(L) have the same number of join-irreducible elements and an algebra A  
is congruence-distributive if Con(A) is a distributive lattice.
Now, two algebras A  and B are isomorphic to each other if there exists a bijective 
homomorphism a  mapping A  to B and this is denoted A  =  B. In addition, a  is 
an isomorphism. In the case where A  =  B, call a  an automorphism. The identity 
automorphism of A  is often denoted id \ .  In fact, the set of automorphisms of an 
algebra A  form a group, called the automorphism group of A, a result which is given 
later in Theorem 4.3. An automorphism $  of C on(A ) is said to be carried by a 
function 0  if
$(#) =  {(0(x), <j>{y)) e  A  x A  | x  9 y}
8
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QFigure 1.3: L embedded as a 0-1 sublattice of L/
for all 6 in Con(A). We then define the graph of an automorphism  0 of a lattice 
L to be the subset G of L x L such th a t G =  {(x,y)  G L x L : <p(x) = y } . We 
say a lattice L can be embedded in L' if L' has a sublattice isomorphic to L (see 
Figure 1.3). If, for some finite lattice L, there exists a finite algebra A such tha t 
L is isomorphic to  the congruence lattice of A — th a t is, L =  Con(A) — then 
L is representable by A. An example is the lattice M 3 which is representable by 
the trivial 3-element algebra w ithout any operations. L is strongly representable if, 
whenever L can be embedded in the lattice of equivalence relations of a set S, L 
can be represented by an algebra on S.
For the following, let L =  Con(A) for some finite algebra A. If every 0-1 
sublattice of L is the congruence lattice of an algebra on the universe A of A, then 
L is hereditary. In addition, L is power-hereditary if every 0-1 sublattice of Ln is the 
congruence lattice of an algebra on An , the universe of An. The congruence lattice 
Con(A) is then called a power-hereditary representation of L.
A few terms from graph theory are needed for the following discussion and are 
taken from [12]. We consider a graph ( V , E )  as a binary relation E  on a set of 
vertices V.  The set E  is the edge set and is a subset of V  x V. We call (a, b) 
in E  an arc in the graph. If E  is symmetric, then the graph is undirected. A
9
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function a  mapping a graph ( V, E ) to another graph ( U, F ) is a graph isomorphism  
if a :  V  —> U is one-to-one, onto, and (0 , 6) is in E  if and only if (a(a), a(b)) is in 
F. A graph automorphism  is an isomorphism mapping a graph to itself. If G  is a 
group of graph automorphisms on the undirected graph ( V ,E ), then (E;G)  is an 
algebra with unary operations g € G  where g : E  —> E. In addition, G  is vertex- 
transitive if, for every pair of vertices V\ and v2  in V, there exists a <fi in G  such 
th a t <p(v 1 ) =  v2. Likewise, G  is arc-transitive if it acts similarly on the set of arcs. 
The stabilizer of a point a in Id is the set G a =  {g £ G | g(a) — a} and, for a set 
of points {a, b}, G a^  =  G a fl G i s  their pointwise stabilizer and
G {a,&} =  {9 e  G  | (g(a) =  a and g(b) = b) or (g(a) = b and g(b) =  a)}
their setwise stabilizer.
Finally, for some set of constant symbols or variables t i , . . . , t n and an n-ary 
relation symbol r, the formula r(ti ,  is an atomic formula. A primitive posi­
tive formula is an existentially quantified conjunction of atomic formulas. T hat is, 
a primitive positive formula consists only of existentially quantified variables (i.e. 
3 x i , x 2 ),  logical conjunction symbols (A), and atomic formulas. In this thesis, the 
only atomic formulas are used with equivalence relations Sy and are of the form 
r(x  1, 3:2) defined such tha t
X\ r x 2 if and only if 3x3, ■ • ■ , x n A  %i $i,j %j •
1 < i < j < n
It is im portant to note th a t conjunction, also represented by the symbol A, should 
not be confused with the meet operation. It should be clear from the context which 
is being used.
10
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1.3 H istory  o f th e  problem
In 1970, Quackenbush and Wolk proved a very im portant result about finite dis­
tributive lattices:
Theorem  1.1. [16] Every finite distributive lattice is strongly representable.
Four years later, Pudlak and Tum a described the class of finitely fermentable 
lattices and proved the following results about them.
Theorem  1.2. [14]
(a) A lattice L is finitely fermentable i f  and only i f  it is finite and L and Con(L) 
have the same number of join-irreducible elements.
(b) The class of finitely fermentable lattices is closed under homomorphisms, sub­
lattices, and finite direct products.
(c) Every finitely fermentable lattice is representable.
Thus, a finitely fermentable lattice L is not only representable but every lattice 
in the variety of L is also representable!
Then, in 1980, a surprising connection was drawn by Palfy and Pudlak in the 
following theorem.
Theorem  1.3. [13] The following statements are equivalent:
(a) Any finite lattice is isomorphic to the congruence lattice o f a finite algebra.
(b) Any finite lattice is isomorphic to an interval o f the subgroup lattice o f a finite  
group.
Palfy used this result again, over 20 years later, in the proof of Theorem 1.12.
More recent work has been done on the Finite Lattice Congruence Representation 
Problem by Snow, Palfy, and Hegedus, amongst others. In 2000, through studying
11
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the primitive positive formulas on the lattice of equivalence relations of a set, Snow 
provided in Corollary 2.3 of [18] an im portant necessary and sufficient condition for 
a 0-1 sublattice of Eq(A) to be the congruence lattice of an algebra on the set A.
Lemma 1.4. [18] Suppose L is a 0-1 lattice o f equivalence relations on a finite set 
A. There is an algebra A  on A with Con(A) =  L i f  and only if  L contains every 
equivalence relation a on A definable by primitive positive formulas o f the form
X\ a  X2 i f  and only i f  3x3, ■ ■ ■ , x n A  %i $ i , j  % j  (^ -0
1 < i < j < n
where S i j  are in L. ( That is, every equivalence relation generated in this way is 
already an element o/L.)
As Lemma 1.4 is used frequently in Section 3.3, say tha t L, a 0-1 lattice of equiv­
alence relations on a finite set A, is closed under primitive positive formulas if L 
contains every equivalence relation on A definable by primitive positive formulas of 
the form (C).
In the same paper, Snow developed various methods from which new repre­
sentable lattices could be constructed from known representable lattices. Some of 
these methods are presented in the next two lemmas.
Lemma 1.5. [18] Suppose A  is finite algebra and a  and (3 are equivalence relations 
on A. There is an algebra A 1 on A with
Con(A') =  { i £  Con(A) : x < a  or x  > /?}.
Lemma 1.6. [18] The class o f  representable lattices is closed, u nder subintervals.
The main theorem of [18], which is presented next, is an example of the appli­
cation of these methods.
12
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Theorem  1.7. [18] Every finite lattice which contains no three element antichain 
is representable.
A few years later in another paper, Snow proved the following about the lattice
m 3.
Theorem  1.8. [19] Every finite lattice in the variety generated by M 3  is repre­
sentable.
This result led Palfy and Hegedus to introduce the idea of hereditary and power- 
hereditary congruence lattices. They then reformulated Theorem 1.8 in term s of 
congruence heredity in the next theorem.
Theorem  1.9. [7] M 3 is a power-hereditary congruence lattice.
Another valuable result from this paper — a result which provides the “back­
bone” to the proofs in Chapter 2 of this thesis — is the following theorem about sub- 
direct products. It states th a t to prove a congruence lattice L is power-hereditary, 
I need only consider a subset of the sublattices of L x L.
Theorem  1.10. [7] Let X  be a finite set and L C Eq(A) a 0-1 sublattice. I f  every 
subdirect product L" C L x L C Eq(A 2) containing ({0} x L) U (L x {1}) is a 
congruence lattice, then L C Eq(X) is a power-hereditary congruence lattice.
In response to Palfy and Hegedus, Snow used Theorem 1.10 in the proofs of the 
following results for finite algebras A and B.
Theorem  1.11. [20]
I f  Con(A) is distributive, then  every subdirect product o f Con(A) and  Con(B) 
is a congruence lattice o f an algebra on A x  B , where A and B  are the universes 
of A  and B, respectively.
13
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(b) I f  Con(A) is distributive and Con(B) is power-hereditary, then Con(A) x 
Con(B) is power-hereditary.
(c) I f  Con(A) is isomorphic to N 5 and Con(B) is modular, then every subdirect 
product o f Con(A) and Con(B) is representable.
(d) Every congruence lattice representation of N 5 is power-hereditary.
The next result by Palfy gives a sufficent condition for a representation of M 3  
to not be power-hereditary.
Theorem  1.12. [12] Let (V,E)  be a finite undirected graph and G < A ut(P, E) 
a group of graph automorphisms. Let (u, v) E E  be an arbitrary arc. Suppose the 
following:
(a) The graph (V , E ) does not contain any triangle.
(b) G is vertex-transitive.
(c) G is arc-transitive.
(d) G „  is contained in exactly five subgroups: G UjV, Gu; G v, G{U)„}, G.
Then C on((£; G)) =  M 3  is not power-hereditary.
In the same paper, Palfy then provided an example — the Higman-Sims sporadic 
simple group — th a t satisfies Theorem 1.12. This last result states th a t certain la t­
tices have both power-hereditary and non-power-hereditary representations. Thus, 
the property is not uniform for every representation of a lattice as Theorem 1.11 (d) 
might lead some to believe.
Snow’s next result involves Day’s doubling construction for convex sets in lattices 
described in [3].
14
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Theorem  1.13. [21] Suppose L is a finite lattice obtained from  a distributive lattice 
by doubling a convex set. Every congruence lattice representation o fL  is hereditary.
Finally, during the time th a t research was being done for this thesis, Snow proved 
the following result about the congruence lattices of finite vector spaces.
Theorem  1.14. [23] Suppose th a tV  is a finite vector space.
(a) The congruence lattice o f \  is hereditary i f  and only i f  either V  is simple and 
dim  V  =  1 or V  is Z 2 or Z 2 .
(b) The congruence lattice o /V  is power-hereditary i f  and only i f  either V  is simple 
and dim  V  =  1 o r Y  is Z 2 .
15
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Chapter 2 
Power-hereditary R epresentations 
of S7 and S7*
In this chapter, I discuss two lattices and prove necessary and sufficient conditions 
for congruence lattice representations of these lattices to be power-hereditary. In 
Section 2.1, I introduce S7, the smallest meet-semidistributive lattice not satisfying 
the join-semidistributive law, and S7*, the smallest join-semidistributive lattice not 
satisfying the meet-semidistributive law, and provide some useful lemmas. Then, in 
Section 2.2, I prove a necessary and sufficient condition for a representation of S 7  
to be power-hereditary. Finally, I provide a similar condition for S7* in Section 2.3.
2.1 T he la ttices S7 and S7*
W hen I was initially looking for questions to try  and answer for my thesis, John 
Snow suggested I pick my favourite small lattice and find the power-hereditary rep­
resen ta tio n s  of it. A fter som e discussion, m y thesis  superv isor, Jenn ife r H yndm an , 
and I decided th a t I would begin my research with the lattices S7  and its dual S7* 
(see Figure 2.1). In order to discuss why these specific lattices are im portant, recall
16
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Vs
a
d
Figure 2.1: The lattices S7 and S7*
from Section 1.2 th a t a lattice L has the join-semidistributive property if, for all x, 
y, and z  in L,
x  V y =  x  V z  implies x \ / y  = x V ( y A z ) (SDV)
and a lattice has the meet-semidistributive property if, for all x, y, and z in L,
x A y  = x  A z  implies x  A y — x A (y V z). (SDA)
The following well-known result concerns S7 and S7*.
Theorem  2 .1 . The lattice S 7  is the smallest lattice satisfying SDA but not SDV and 
S7* is the smallest lattice satisfying SDV but not SDA.
In fact, S7 and S7* play quite an im portant role in Tame Congruence Theory 
when they show up as sublattices of congruence lattices of finite algebras [8 ]. For 
instance, when S7 can be embedded as the sublattice of a congruence lattice of a 
finite algebra A, then the congruence lattices of algebras in V(A) satisfy no lattice 
identity. Hence, studying the power-hereditary representations of S 7 and S7* may 
have far-reaching consequences in other areas of Universal Algebra.
It has already been proven in [20] th a t every representation of N 5 is power- 
hereditary. As V(Ng) is covered by varieties generated by S7 and S7* [9], it is
17
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reasonable to  ask similar questions about these two lattices. Although I am unable 
to  prove as strong a result for S 7 or S 7* (perhaps because they both may have non­
power-hereditary representations), I provide necessary and sufficient conditions in 
Section 2.2 and 2.3 for representations of either to be power-hereditary.
In order to prove the main theorems of this chapter, I first need some previously 
known results. This first lemma shows that, when considering the congruences of 
an algebra, I only need to  consider the principal congruences.
Lemma 2.2. [1] Let A  be an algebra, and suppose a l 5  6 1 , . . . ,  an, bn £ A and 9 £ 
Con(A). Then
(a) Cg{ai ,bl ) = Cg{bi ,ai)
(b) Cg({au  61) , . . . ,  (an, bn)) =  Cg(ai,  61) V . . .  V Cg(an, bn)
(c) Cg(ai,  . . . , a n) = Cg(a1, a2) V Cg(a2, a3) V . . .  V Cg{an- 1, an)
(d) 6 = U {Cg(a, b) : (a, b) £ 9} = \ j{Cg{a,  b): (a, b) £ 9}.
The next lemma says th a t certain nicely defined sublattices of the square of 
a congruence lattice of an algebra A are congruence lattices of algebras on the 
underlying set of A x A.
Lemma 2.3. [20] Suppose that K is the congruence lattice o f a finite algebra A  and 
let L  = {(u,v)  £ K x K : u < u}. Then L is the congruence lattice o f an algebra 
on the universe o f A  x A.
The following lemma states th a t the intersection of the congruence lattices of 
two algebras on the same universe is also the congruence lattice of an algebra on 
th a t universe.
Lemma 2.4. [18] Suppose A  and B are algebras on a set A. There is an algebra 
C on A so that Con(C) =  Con(A) n Con(B).
18
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Finally, I need a lemma first stated in correspondence with John Snow. I provide 
the necessary proof.
Lemma 2.5. I f  L is the congruence lattice o f an algebra A ,  then L x L is the 
congruence lattice o f an algebra on the universe of A  x A.
Proof. Let L =  Con(A). By Lemma 1.4, the lattice L is closed under primitive 
positive formulas of the form
where Sy are in L.
Now consider L x L, the lattice of equivalence relations on the set A  x A of the 
form (a, /3) where a  and j3 are in L and, for (£1, 2/1) and (£2, 2/2) in A  x A,
Let a be an equivalence relation on A x A  defined by a primitive positive formula 
as
1 < i< j< n
where each ( s y ,  f y )  is in L x L. Since each ( s y ,£ y )  applies coordinatewise, it 
follows th a t a  =  (a,/3) where
l < i < j < n
(xi ,Vi )  (a ,P)  ( £ 2 , 2 / 2 )
if and only if
X\  a  X 2 and y \  (3 2/2-
(a q. , 2 / 1)  cr {x2 , 2/2) 3 ( £ 3, 2/3) ,  • • • ,  {xn, yn)
1 < i < j < n
19
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and
yi (3 y2 <^ > 3j/3, . . . , y n / \  I/i U4 Vy
1 < i < j < n
However, a  and (3 must both  be in L as it is closed under primitive positive formulas. 
Hence a  =  (a, j3 ) is an element of L x L. Thus L x L is closed under primitive positive 
formulas of the form
1/3)1  • • • )  { X n i  V n )  f \  ( p i i D i )  ( T j ’ % )
1 < i < j < n
and, by Lemma 1.4, is the congruence lattice of an algebra on A x A. ■
2 . 2  A necessary and sufficient condition  for a rep­
resentation  o f S 7 to  be pow er-hereditary
I now provide a necessary and sufficient condition for a congruence lattice repre­
sentation of S 7  to be power-hereditary. For any algebra A such th a t Con(A) =  
S7, I show th a t all but five subdirect products of Con(A) x Con(A) containing 
({0 } x Con(A)) U (Con(A) x {1}) are congruence lattices of algebras on the uni­
verse of A x A. Then, in Theorem 2.14, I prove th a t if L0, a particular one of those 
five subdirect products, is a congruence lattice, then so are the other four. Hence 
by Theorem 1.10, Con(A) is power-hereditary if L0  is the congruence lattice of an 
algebra on the universe of A x A.
Before I proceed with the proof, though, I define some useful notation. For this 
section, let A be an algebra such th a t Con(A) is isomorphic to S7. Note th a t such 
an A  exists since S 7 =  Con((2 A)2) as is discussed in Section 3.1. Notationally then, 
when S7 is referred to, it is as the lattice of congruences on A. Suppose th a t L is 
the subdirect product of K  x M  for some finite lattices K  and M . Then, for any y
20
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in M , define
vl = \AX E K : G and
yi = A ix e K : (x>y) G L -^
As (j/l’ ?/) ~  A (*  £ M : (x ,y)  G L}, it follows th a t ( y ^ y )  is in L. Similarly
( y ^ y )  is in L. Note th a t y^ is w ritten for where the context makes the lattice 
L clear. The following useful lemma relates to y^ and y^. The proof is provided for 
completeness.
Lemma 2.6. Let K and M be finite lattices and let L be a subdirect product of K 
and M.
(a) For any x  G K and y G M, (x, y) G L i f  and only i f  y^ < x  < y^.
(b) The map y i—»■ y^ is a join homomorphism.
(c) The map y i—> y^ is a meet homomorphism.
Proof, (a): Suppose (x ,y)  is in L. Then x  is in {x  G K : (x ,y )  G L}. Thus x < 
V { i £ K : ( i , j / ) g  L} and x > / \ { x  G K : (x, y) G L}. Therefore, y^ < x  < y ^ .
Now, suppose y^ < x  < y ^ . There exists a in M such th a t (x, a) is in L as 
L is a subdirect product. Hence (x,a) A {yft ,y)  =  (x, a A y) is in L which implies 
(jf^, y) V (x, a A y) = (x, j /V (a A j/))  =  {x, y) is in L.
(b): Let a and b be elements of M. Then {eft, a) and (b^,b) are in L which 
implies (aA V b^, a V b) is also an element of L. Thus (a V b)^ <  V b^ by (a).
Now, since (aA, a) and ((a V b)^, a V b) are in L it follows th a t (aA A (a V 6) A a A 
(a V b)) =  (a^ A (a V b)^, a) is also in L. Hence cA <  oA A (a V 6)^ so eA < (a V 
Similarly, b^ < {a V b)^ so aft V b^ < (a V 6)A
Finally, (a V b)^ < oA V b^ and V ^  <  (a V b)^ means V ^  =  (a V b)^. 
Therefore, the map y i—> y^ is a join homomorphism.
21
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(c): This is the dual argument of (b). ■
The following lemma concerns subdirect product of finite lattices K  and M  
containing ({0} x M ) U ( K x { l} ) .
L em m a  2.7. / /L  is a subdirect product o f finite lattices K  and M , then the following
are equivalent:
(a) (0,1) is in L,
(b) K  x {1} C L,
(c) 3 X s in t-
i
(d) ({0} x M ) U (K  x
(e) y^ =  0 fo r  all y in M,
(f) 1^ =  0 .
Proof. Suppose (0,1) is in L. Since L is a subdirect product, for each x  in K , there 
exists some a in M such th a t th a t (x , a) is in L. Hence, (x, a) V (0,1) =  (x, 1) is in
L for all x  in K . Thus, K  x {1} C L and, by a similar argument, {0} x M C L as
well. This in tu rn  implies th a t ({0} x M) U (K x {1}) C L. In addition, (0 ,1) in L
implies lT =  0. Thus, (a) implies (b), (c), (d), and (f).
Now note th a t {0} x M, K  x {1}, and ({0} x M) U (K x {1}) all contain (0,1), 
so (b), (c), and (d) all imply (a). As well, (1^, 1} =  (0,1) is in L so (f) implies (a). 
Finally, {0} x M C L implies th a t (0,y)  is in L for all y in M. And so, =  0 for 
all y  in M. Moreover, 1^ =  0 and (0,1} is in L. ■
Lemma 2.6 states th a t a A b = b implies a f  A b^ = for all a and b in K . This 
fact, combined with Lemma 2.7, yield the following corollary.
22
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Corollary 2.8. Let L be a subdirect product of finite K x M containing ({0} x M) U 
(K x {1}). Then
(a) L =  |^J {(x, y) £ K x M : 0 <  x <  y^} = {(x, y) e  K x M : x  < y^}, and
ye  M yeM
(b) y <  z implies y^ for all y and z in M.
Before starting the main part of the proof, the following necessary lemma shows 
th a t certain subsets of elements of K x M are sublattices of K x M.
Lemma 2.9. I f  L is a subset of K x M  such that
L = |J  {(x, ?/) G K x M : 0 < x <  f ( y ) } ,
ye  M
where f  is a meet-homomorphism such that f  : M —>• K and y < z implies f ( y )  <
f ( z )  for all y and z in M, then L < K x M. Similarly, if
L = \ J { ( x , y ) e K x M :  g{x) <  y  <  1 },
x e K
where g is a join-homomorphism such that g : K —> M and x  < z implies g{x) <
g(z) for all x  and z in K, then L <  K x M.
Proof. First, consider L — |J{(x,r/) e  K x M : 0 <  x  < f ( y ) } -  Let (s, t)  and
ye  M
(u, v ) be in L. Then (s, t) A (u, v) =  (s A u, t A v) where t A v is in M. Also, 
since s < f ( t )  and u < f (v) ,  the element s A u < f ( t )  A f ( v )  < f ( t  A v). Hence 
(s A u, t A v) = (s, t) A (u, v ) is in L.
Now, (s, t) V (u , v) = (s V u ,f  V v) where t V v is in M. Also, since s < f ( t )  and 
u < f (v) ,  the element s V « <  f ( t )  V f ( v )  < f ( t  V v) V f { t  V v) = f ( t  V v). Thus 
{s V u, t V v) =  {s,t) V (u,v)  is in L. Therefore, since L is closed under meet and
join, the lattice L is a sublattice of K x M.
23
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If L =  (J{(x, y) € K  x M : g(x) < y < 1}, then by a dual argument, L <
xeK
K  x M. ■
Corollary 2.8 (a) implies th a t a sublattice of S 7 x S7 containing ({0} x S7) U 
(S 7 x {1 }) is uniquely determined by the values of the ^ function. The following 
series of lemmas show th a t all but five subdirect products of S 7 x S7 containing 
({0} x S7) U (S7 x {1 }) are always congruence lattices of algebras on the underlying 
set of A x A. The remaining five sublattices will be congruence lattices on the 
underlying set of A x A if and only if a particular one of the five is. As it turns 
out, the following proofs are dependent almost entirely on y^ where y  is any of the 
three co-atoms a, b, or c of S7.
I prove the various subdirect products containing ({0} x S7) U (S7 x {1}) are 
congruence lattices by considering first in Lemma 2.10 the ones th a t satisfy a f  <  f t  
or f t  <  f t .  I next show in Lemma 2.11 th a t if L satisfies a1! > c  ^ and bH > c^, 
then L is a congruence lattice. After this, I show in Lemma 2.12 th a t two of the 
the four subdirect products satisfying eft > f t  and 6^ || f t  are congruence lattices 
of algebras on the underlying set of A x A. Similarly, by a symmetric argument to 
Lemma 2.12, I show th a t two of the the four subdirect products satisfying f t  > f t  
and cffr || c1" are congruence lattices. Then, in Lemma 2.13, I show th a t one of the 
two subdirect products satisfying f t  || f t  and f t  || f t  is a congruence lattice. Finally, 
in Theorem 2.14, I deal with the five remaining subdirect products. Throughout 
the proofs, the elements of S7 will be referred to according to the labelling given in 
Figure 2.1.
Lemma 2.10. Suppose L is a subdirect product of  S 7 x S 7 containing the elements 
({0} x S7) U ( S 7 x {1}). I f  f t  <  f t  or f t  <  eft, then L is the congruence lattice of 
an algebra on the underlying set o f A  x A.
24
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Proof. First, suppose a f < cT I  show in the following tha t L =  U f l  V  Cl W  where
U = {(x , y)  E  S 7 x S7 : (x,y)  > (0, b) or (x,y)  < (cF, 1)},
V  = {(x , y)  E  S 7 x S7 : (x,y)  > (0,d) or (x,y) <  (b11, 1)}, and
W  = {(x , y)  E  S 7 x S7 : (x,y)  >  (0,e) or (x,y)  < (a*,a)}.
Then, by Lemma 1.5, since S 7 x S 7 is a congruence lattice, so are U , V , and W .
Therefore, since L =  U f l  V f l  W  as shown below, Lemma 2.4 states th a t L is also 
a congruence lattice.
First, I show L C U. Note th a t for all (x,y)  in L such th a t <  cF, the pair 
(x,y)  <  <<F, 1) by Lemma 2.6 (a). By assumption af  < c^, so it follows from 
Corollary 2.8 th a t df,  e1^, and O1^ are all less than  cT For every (x, y) in L such th a t 
y = b or y = 1 the pair (x , y) is greater than  or equal to (0, b). Therefore, L C U.
Next, I show L C V .  For all {x, y) in L such tha t y > d it follows directly 
th a t (x,y)  > (0,d).  This leaves for consideration the set {(x, y) G L : y < b}. Since 
eH <  bH and (F <  b^, for all (x, y) in L such th a t y < b it follows th a t (x, y) < (bH, 1). 
Therefore, L C V .
Now to show L C W,  I first note th a t for all (x, y) in L where y > e the pair 
(x,y)  > (0, e). This leaves the set {(x , y)  E L : y < a} for consideration. Since 
df  < af  and 0^ <  af  by Corollary 2.8, for all (x, y) in L such tha t y < a it follows 
th a t (x,y)  < (a^,a).  Hence L C W.  Thus, because L is a subset of U, V,  and W,  
I have L C U H V D W .
I next show th a t U fl V  fl W  C L. Suppose (x,y)  is an element of U fl V  fl W.  
Then (x, y) is either greater than  or less than  a defining element in each of the three 
sets. Hence there are eight cases. Only six cases must be considered, though, as 
there are no elements of S 7 x S 7 tha t satisfy (x,y)  > (0,6) and (x,y)  < (eft, a).
Fix (x,y)  in U n V H W .  First, assume (x,y)  > (0, b), (x,y)  > (0 ,d),  and (x,y)  >
25
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(0, e). Thus (x,y)  > (0,6) V (0,d) =  (0,1). Therefore, (x,y)  is in (S7 x {1}) C L.
Second, assume {x,y) > (0 , 6), {x,y)  <  (6^,1), and (x,y)  > (0 , e). Since (0 , 6) > 
(0, e), the pair (x, y) is an element in S7 x S7 such th a t 0 <  x <  6^ and 6 <  y < 1. 
But this just means (x,y)  is in one of the sets {(x, 6) G S7 x S 7 : 0 <  x <  f t }  or 
{(x, 1) e  S7 x S 7 : 0 <  x <  6^} C {(x, 1) G S7 x S 7 : 0 <  x <  lT} and both  are 
contained in L by Corollary 2.8.
Third, assume (x,y)  < (<F, 1), (x,y)  > (0,d),  and (x,y)  > (0, e). Then (x,y)  > 
(0,d) V (0, e) =  (0, c). Hence {x,y)  is an element such th a t 0 <  x <  f t  and 
c <  y <  1. Thus (x,y)  is in one of the sets {(x,c) G S7 x S 7 : 0 <  x <  cF} or
{(x, 1) G S 7 x S7 : 0 <  x <  cT} C {(x, 1) G S7 x S7 : 0 < x <  1^}, both contained
in L by Corollary 2.8.
Fourth, assume (x,y)  < (cF, 1), (x,y)  > (0,d),  and (x,y)  < (eft, a). Since 
eft < (ft it follows th a t (a1!, a) A (<F, 1) =  (aft,a). Then, (x,y)  satisfies 0 <  x <  oF 
and d < y < a. Now, from Lemma 2.6 (c), a A c  = d implies th a t a^A c^ =  dft which 
in turn  implies th a t eft = dft. Therefore, (x,y)  is either in {(x,a)  G S7 x S7 : 0 < 
x <  a1!} or {(x, d) G S7 x S 7 : 0 <  x <  a1!} =  {(x, d) G S7 x S 7 : 0 <  x <  d^}, both 
of which are contained in L by Corollary 2.8.
Fifth, assume (x,y)  < (<F, 1), (x,y)  <  ( f t , I ) ,  and (x,y)  >  (0, e). Then (x,y)  < 
(f t ,  1) A (f t ,  1) =  (e1^, 1) by Lemma 2.6. Hence (x, y) satisfies 0 <  x <  and
e <  y <  1 which means (x,y)  is in {(x, e) G S7 x S7 : 0 <  x <  e^},  {(x, 6) G
S7 x S7 : 0 <  x <  ft*} C {(x, 6) G S7 x S7 : 0 <  x <  6^}, {(x, c) G S7 x S 7 : 0 <
x <  ei^ } C {(x,c) G S7 x S7 : 0 <  x <  cT}, or {(x, 1) G S7 x S7 : 0 <  x <  e^} C
{(x, 1) G S7 x S7 : 0 <  x <  lT} which are all contained in L by Corollary 2.8.
Finally, assume (x,y)  < (<F,1), (x,y)  < (6^,1), and (x,y)  < (aft, a). The pair 
(x, y) must be less than  or equal to (<F, 1) A (f t ,  1) A (oF, a) =  (CF, a). Thus (x, y) is 
in one of the sets {(x, a) G S7 x S7 : 0 <  x <  (F} C {(x, a) G S7 x S7 : 0 <  x <  a'1'},
{(x,d)  G S 7 x S7 : 0 <  x < (F} C {(x,d)  G S7 x S7 : 0 <  x <  gF}, or {(x,0) G
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S7 x S7 : 0 <  x  < 0^}, all contained in L by Corollary 2.8.
Therefore, U fl V  fl W  C L and I conclude th a t L =  U  fl V  fl W . Therefore, by 
Lemma 2.4, L is the congruence lattice of an algebra on the universe of A x A.
If 5H <  cd, then the argument is completely symmetric and may be done by 
interchanging a and b and interchanging d and e in the previous paragraphs. ■
The previous lemma covers the cases where either a^ <  C1' or IP < (P and I now 
consider the cases where ^  c^ and b^ ^  cP.
L em m a 2 .11 . Suppose L is a subdirect product 0/S7 x S7 containing the elements 
({0} x S7) U (S7 x {1}). I f  b^ > c a n d  a1^ > cd, then L is the congruence lattice of 
an algebra on the underlying set of A  x A.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.10, I show in the following th a t L — U f ) V  
where
U = {(x , y)  e  S 7 x S 7 : {x,y)  >  (0, b) or (x,y)  < (a^, 1)}, and
v  =  {(x ,y)  e  S7 x S 7 : (x,y)  >  (0, a) or (x,y)  < (b^, 1)}.
Then, by Lemma 1.5, since S7 x S7 is a congruence lattice, so are U  and V  and it 
follows, by Lemma 2.4, th a t L is also a congruence lattice.
First, I show th a t L C U fl V. Since c^ <  aP, it follows th a t dP,e^, and 0^ 
are all less than  a Then (x,y)  ^  (a^, 1) only if y = b or y  =  1. But this means
(x,y)  >  (0,6). Thus, L C U and by a similar argument L C V.  Therefore,
L c u n v .
Now, to  show U fl V C L, pick {x,y)  in U fl V. Then (x,y)  is either greater 
than  or less than  an element in both of the sets. First, assume (x,y)  > (0,5) and 
(x,y)  >  (0,a).  Then (x,y)  is greater than  or equal to (0,5) V (0, a) =  (0,1) and, 
since (S7 x {1}) is contained in L , the pair (x,y)  must be in L.
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Next, assume {x,y) > (0,5) and {x,y) < (6^,1). If (0 , 6) <  (x,y)  < ( f t  f t ) ,  then 
(x,y)  is in {(x,b) E  S7 x S7 : 0 <  x  < f t }  or {(x,  1) E  S 7 x S7 : 0 <  x  <  6^}, 
both  of which are contained in L as frfi <  1'h. The case when (x,y)  < (a^, 1) and 
(x -,y) ft. (0 , a) follows a symmetric argument.
Finally, assume (x,y)  < (a^, 1) and (x,y)  < (6^,1). Since (a^, 1) A (6^,1) =  
(O'fr, 1), the pair (x,y)  is in {(x, y)  E S 7 x S7 : 0 <  x < CF} which is contained in 
{(x,  y) E S7 x S 7 : 0 <  x < y^},  a subset of L by Corollary 2.8.
Thus, U fl V  C L and it follows th a t L =  U  fl V . Therefore, L is the congruence 
lattice of an algebra on the universe of A  x A. ■
I now reduce the number of remaining cases to be considered. Assume for now 
th a t L is a subdirect product of S7 x S7 containing the elements ({0} x S 7)U (S7 x {!}) 
where a^ > f t  and 6H is incomparable with f t .
Suppose is in the set {a, 6 , c}. Then aft — 1 which implies ( l ,a )  A (6^ ,6) =  
(f t ,  0) is in L. Hence 6'fr <  CH but (F <  ft* so f t  < c1! which contradicts our 
assumption. Thus, f t  = d or f t  = e.
Now, suppose f t  =  d. Then oft is in {a, c} as aft =  1 would lead to a contradiction 
similar to the one in the previous paragraph. Also, 6^ is in {6, e} which implies (e, 6) 
is in L. If a'fr =  c, then (c, a) is in L which implies (c, a) A (e, 6) =  (e, 0) is also in 
L. Thus (e, 0) V (0, c) =  (e, c) is in L, as well. But this leads to a contradiction as 
(e, c) V (d, c) =  (c, c) will be an element of L yielding <  f t .
Therefore, if f t  = d, then eft = a and f t  is in {6, e}. By a parallel argument, if 
f t  =  e, then (ft =  b and f t  is in {a, d}.  Consequently, there are only four subdirect 
products of S 7 x S 7 containing ({0} x S7) U (S7 x {1}) th a t occur when a^ > f t  
and 6^ || f t .  I show in the next lemma th a t the two subdirect products satisfying 
f t  =  d, = a, and f t  in {6, e} are congruence lattices whereas the two subdirect 
products resulting when c1! = e, = b, and 61! is in {a, d} will be dealt w ith in the
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Theorem 2.14.
L em m a  2.12. Suppose L is a subdirect product 0/ S 7 x S 7 containing the elements 
({0} x S7) U (S7 x {1}). I f  =  d, a1"1' =  a, and b^  is in {b, e}, then L is the 
congruence lattice of an algebra on the underlying set of A  x A.
Proof. Let h be in {b, e} and let /  : S7 —> S7 be the meet homomorphism /(0 )  =  
/(e )  =  0, f (d)  — f (c)  = f (a)  =  a, / ( l )  =  1, and f (b) — h. I show in the following 
th a t L — U fl V  where
U — {{x, y) € S 7 x S 7 : x  <  y}  and
V  =  {{x, y)  G S7 x S7 : x < f (y)} .
Recall
Vv =  \ / i x G s 7 : (x,y)  G ^}-
Then Lemma 2.9 states th a t V  is a lattice and note th a t V  contains ({0} x S7) U 
(S7 x {1}). Hence, since ay < Cy, from Lemma 2.10 it follows th a t V  is a congru­
ence lattice on the universe of A  x A. Since the set V  satisfies the hypothesis of 
Lemma 2.9, the lattice V  is a sublattice S 7 x S 7. Thus, U  is a congruence lattice on 
the universe of A  x A  by Lemma 2.3 and V  is a congruence lattice on the universe 
of A  x A  by Lemma 2.10.
The sublattice of S7 x S7 corresponding to U flV  is a subdirect product of S7 x S7 
containing ({0} x S7) U (S7 x {1}) such th a t =  a, c^ =  c A a =  d, b^ = b A h = h,
d^ =  d A a — d, — e A 0 =  0, and 0^ =  0. This is precisely L, hence L =  U  fl V.
Therefore, L is a congruence lattice on the universe of A x A  by Lemma 2.4. ■
Now suppose L is a subdirect product of S7 x S7 containing the elements ({0} x 
S7) U (S7 x {1}) where b^ > c/ and a 1^ || c1^. By an argument similar to the one 
preceding Lemma 2.12, it follows th a t either =  e, b^ — b, and af  is in {a,d},
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or cd =  d, f t  =  a, and is in {b, e}. A symmetric proof to th a t of Lemma 2.12 
shows th a t the two subdirect products satisfying c  ^ = e, f t  = b, and f t  in {a, d} are 
congruence lattices of algebras on the universe of A x A. The two subdirect products 
resulting when f t  =  d, f t  = a, and f t  is in {b, e} are dealt with in Theorem 2.14.
The last case to consider is a1! || f t  and f t  || f t . First, suppose a1! is comparable 
to f t .  W ithout loss of generality, suppose f t  < f t .  Then (a^, a) A {ft,  b) =  (a^, 0} 
is an element of L. But this means f t  <  O1^ <  f t  which contradicts our assumption. 
Hence f t  || f t  as well.
Now, the only possible three element antichain in S7 is the set {a, b, c} which 
means {a1!, f t ,  } =  {a, b, c}.
Suppose f t  — a. That means f t  — c or f t  = b. If f t  =  c, then f t  =  b so 
(c, b) A (b,a) = (e, 0) is in L. Thus (0, c) V (e, 0) =  (e, c) is also in L. But then 
(e, c) V(a, c) =  (1, c) is in L which means f t  < f t ,  a contradiction. Similarly, if f t  — b 
when f t  = a, then (c, a) A (b, b) =  (e, 0} is in L so by the same reasoning f t  < f t , 
another contradiction. Supposing f t  — b leads to the the same contradictions.
Therefore, in the case when f t  || f t  and f t  || f t ,  the subdirect product must 
satisfy f t  = c and either f t  = a and f t  — b or f t  =  b and f t  =  a. The first of these 
is dealt with in the following lemma, the second in Theorem 2.14.
L em m a  2.13. Suppose L is a subdirect product of S7 x S7 containing the elements 
({0} x S7) U (S7 x {1}). I f  L satisfies f t  =  c, =  a, and f t  = b, then L is a 
congruence lattice of an algebra on the underlying set of A x A.
Proof. If = c, = a, and f t  = b, then, by Lemma 2.6 (c), df' — d, = e, 
and (H =  0. Thus L =  {(x, y)  G S7 x S7 : x < y}  and is a congruence lattice by 
Lemma 2.3. ■
Now, define Lo to be the subdirect product of S7 x S7 containing ({0} x S7) U 
(S7 x {1}) th a t satisfies f t  = c, f t  — b, and f t  = a (see Figure 2.2). Then, by
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(0,0)
Figure 2.2: The lattice L0 in Theorem 2.14 with some elements labelled
Lemma 2.6 (c), dft = e, = d, and (F =  0 and by Corollary 2.8 the lattice L0  can 
be w ritten as
Lo =  {(0,0)}
U {(#, d) G S7 x S 7 : 0 <  x < e]
U {(a:, e) £ S 7 x S7 : 0 <  x < d}
U { (x ,a) £ S 7 x S7 : 0 <  x  < b}
U {{x, c) 6  S7  x S 7  : 0 <  x < c}
U {(x,  b) e  S 7 x S 7 : 0 <  x  <  a}
U {(x, 1} G S7 x S7 : 0 <  x < 1}.
It turns out th a t the remaining five subdirect products will be congruence lattices 
of algebras on the universe of A x A if and only if the lattice L0  is a congruence 
lattice of an algebra on the universe of A x A. Thus, S7  is power-hereditary if L0  
is a congruence lattice — the main result of this section.
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T h e o re m  2.14. C on(A ) is a power-hereditary congruence lattice (and a power- 
hereditary representation of S 7) i f  and only i f  Lo is the congruence lattice of an 
algebra on the underlying set of A  x A.
Proof. Suppose C on(A ) is a power-hereditary congruence lattice. Then, by defini­
tion, every 0-1 sublattice of S 7 x S 7 is the congruence lattice of an algebra on the 
universe of A  x A. Therefore, L0  is also the congruence lattice of an algebra on the 
universe of A  x A.
For the other direction, suppose L0  is the congruence lattice of an algebra on 
A  x A. This leaves four subdirect products mentioned previously: the lattices th a t 
occur when cd — e, = b, and b^ =  k , where k = a or d, and the lattices tha t 
occur when cd = d, = a, and a'1'' =  h, where h =  b or e.
Let /  : S 7 —> S 7 be the meet homomorphism /(0 )  =  / ( e )  =  0, f ( d ) =  /(c )  =  
/ ( a )  =  b, / ( l )  =  1, and f (b)  =  k where k is in {a, d}. If L is a subdirect product of 
S 7 x S7 containing the elements ({0} x S 7) U (S7 x {1}) tha t satisfies c^ =  e, oft = b, 
and b^ — k, then L — L0 fl V  where
V = { ( x , y ) e S 7 x S 7 : x < f ( y ) } .
Recall
Vv = \ / { x  e  s 7 : (x ,v)  s  v } .
Then Lemma 2.9 states th a t V  is a lattice and note tha t V  contains ({0} x S7) U 
(S7 x {1}). Hence, since ay  <  Cy, from Lemma 2.10 it follows th a t V  is a congru­
ence lattice on the universe of A  x A. Thus, since L0  is a congruence lattice by 
assumption, L is also the congruence lattice of an algebra on the universe of A  x A. 
The rest of the argument is similar to th a t of Lemma 2.12.
Now, let g : S7 —> S 7 be the meet homomorphism g(0) =  g(d) = 0, g(e) = g{c) =
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g(b) = a, g (l) =  1, and g(a) = h where h is in {6 , e}. If L is a subdirect product of 
S 7 x S 7 containing the elements ({0} x S7) U (S7 x {1}) tha t satisfies c^ — d, = a , 
and a1"1' =  h in {b, e}, then L = Lo fl W  where
W  = {(x, y) e  S 7 x S 7 : x < g{y)}.
Recall
Vw =  G S? : (x ' y ) G W }■
Then Lemma 2.9 states th a t W  is a lattice and note th a t W  contains ({0} x 
S7) U (S7 x {1}). Hence, since b\,  < c ^ , from Lemma 2.10 it follows th a t W  is 
a congruence lattice on the universe of A x A. And so, since L 0 is a congruence 
lattice by assumption, L is also the congruence lattice of an algebra on the universe 
of A  x A. The proof of this is again similar to th a t of Lemma 2.12.
Therefore, since every subdirect product of S 7 x S7 containing ({0} x S7) U (S7 x 
{1}) is the congruence lattice of an algebra on A x A, it follows from Theorem 1.10 
th a t Con(A) is a power-hereditary congruence lattice. ■
2.3 A  necessary and sufficient condition  for a rep­
resentation  o f S 7 * to  be pow er-hereditary
Theorem 2.14 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a representation of S 7 to 
be power-hereditary. In this section, I prove a similar condition for S7*. Note th a t 
S7* is isomorphic to the dual of S7 under the mapping ip where ^ ( 1) =  1 , ip(0) =  0, 
ip(s) — a, ip{t) =  6 , ip(r) =  c, ip(p) — d and ip(q) = e (see Figure 2.1).
For the sake of brevity, though, I note two im portant details tha t allow me to 
refer one to  the proofs in the previous section. All of the proofs for the following
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lemmas and theorem are the dual arguments of Section 2.2, applied to the opposite 
coordinate of S 7* x S 7*. Hence (d, b) A (e, c) =  (0, e) in S 7 x S 7 is the dual statem ent 
of (q, s) V (r, t) =  (q, 1) in S7* x S7* in opposite coordinates. Now, let L be a 
subdirect product of K  x M  for finite lattices K  and M . For all x  in K , define
=  \ J { y  € M  : (x, y) e  L} and
xl = A{y G M: (x’y ) e
Note tha t Lemma 2.6, Corollary 2.8, and Lemma 2.9 all hold in symmetric forms 
for 1 and L
For this section, let A be a finite algebra such tha t Con(A) is isomorphic to 
S7*. Notationally then, when S 7* is referred to it is as the lattice of congruences of 
A. It is not known if such an A exists.
The main part of the proof begins with the following lemma.
L em m a  2.15. Suppose L is a subdirect product of S7* x S7* containing the elements 
({0} x S7*) U (S7* x {1}). I f s 1 > r^ or fl >  r^, then L is the congruence lattice of 
an algebra on the underlying set of  A x A.
Proof If si >  r l ,  then as in Lemma 2.10 L = U fl V  fl W  where
U = {(x , y)  e  S7* x S7* : {x,y) > (0, r l ) or {x,y) < {t, 1)},
V  = {(x , y)  £ S 7* x S7* : {x,y) > (0, t l ) or (x,y)  < (p, 1)}, and
W  = {(x,  y) G S7* x S7* : (x, y) >  (s, si) or (x, y) <  (q, 1)}.
Then, by Lemma 1.5, since S7* x S 7* is a congruence lattice, so are U , V , and W . 
Therefore, since L =  U f l  V  fl W , by Lemma 2.4, L is also the congruence lattice of 
an algebra on A x A.
If fl > r l ,  then the argument is symmetric to the previous paragraphs. ■
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In the next lemma I consider the case where s-*- < P  and P < P.
Lemma 2.16. Suppose L is a subdirect product of  S7* x S7* containing the elements 
( { 0 } x S 7* )U (S 7* x { l} ) .  I f P  < P  and P < P , then L is the congruence lattice 
of an algebra on the underlying set of A x A.
Proof. If s-*- <  P  and P < P,  then as in Lemma 2.11  L =  U fl V  where
U =  { (x , y)  e  S7* x S7* : (x,y)  >  (0, s1} or (x,y)  < (t, 1)}, and
v  = {(x ,y)  e  S7* x S7* : {x,y) > {0, t l ) or (x,y)  < (s, 1)}.
Then, by Lemma 1.5, since S 7 x S7 is a congruence lattice, so are U  and V  and it 
follows, by Lemma 2.4, th a t L is also a congruence lattice. ■
In the case where < P  and P || P  there are four subdirect products of 
S 7* x S7* tha t need to be considered — the lattices satisfying P  =  p, s^ - =  s, and P 
is in {q, t},  and the lattices satisfying P  = q, = t, and P is in {p , s}. I deal with 
the first two lattices in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.17. Suppose L is a subdirect product of S7* x S7* containing the elements 
({0}xS 7*)U(S7* x { l} ) . I f p  = p, — s, a ndP is in {q, t},  then L is the congruence 
lattice of an algebra on the underlying set of A x A.
Proof. Let h be in {q, t}  and /  : S7 —> S 7 be the join homomorphism such tha t
/(0 )  = f ( q )  = 1, f ( s )  =  f ( p )  =  f ( r )  =  s, f ( t )  = h, and /(0) = 0 .  If L satisfies
r l _  ^  s i _  ancj fl  _  ^  where h =  q or t, then, as in Lemma 2.12, L = U D V  
where
U =  {(x, y)  E S7* x S7* : x < y} and 
V  =  { { x , y ) E S 7* x S 7* : f ( x ) < y } .
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Recall
x v  = A {y e s?*: y ) e V )-
Then a symmetric form of Lemma 2.9 states th a t V  is a lattice and note th a t V  
contains ({0} x S 7*) U (8 7 * x {1}). Hence, since Sy > Ty , from Lemma 2.15 it 
follows tha t V  is a congruence lattice on the universe of A x A. By Lemma 2.3, 
U  is a congruence lattice and so U fl V  is also a congruence lattice by Lemma 2.4. 
Therefore, L will also be a congruence lattice. ■
The subdirect products satisfying = q, = f, and fl is in {p, s}, are dealt 
with in Theorem 2.18.
In the case where fl < ?T and si || 7*1, there are again four subdirect products of 
S 7* x S7* containing ({0} x S7*) U (S7* x {1}) — the lattices satisfying =  q, fl =  t, 
and si is in {p, s}, and the lattices satisfying 7T =  p, fl =  s, and si is in {q, t}.  The 
first two are congruence lattices on the universe of A x A by an argument symmetric 
to tha t of Lemma 2.17 and the last two are dealt with later in Theorem 2.18.
There are two subdirect products of S7* x S 7* containing ({0} x S 7*)U(S7* x {1})
{s , t ) (■T , r )
(0 ,0)
Figure 2.3: The lattice Lo* in Theorem 2.18 with some elements labelled
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left to deal with. The first subdirect product is the lattice L =  {(x, y)  £ S 7* x S7* : 
x  <  y} and is a congruence lattice by Lemma 2.3. The second, Lo*, can be seen in 
Figure 2.3. Not surprisingly, the lattice Lo* is isomorphic to the dual of L0 and, as 
in Section 2.2, provides the key to the main theorem of this section.
T h e o re m  2.18. C on(A ) is a power-hereditary congruence lattice (and a power- 
hereditary representation of S7*) i f  and only i f  Lo* is the congruence lattice o f an 
algebra on the underlying set o f  A  x A .
Proof. The proof is the dual argument of the proof of Theorem 2.14 with the first 
and second coordinates interchanged. ■
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Chapter 3 
The Four Element Boolean  
M eet-sem ilattice
In Chapter 2, I provided a necessary and sufficient condition for a congruence lattice 
representation of S 7 to be power-hereditary. In this chapter I discuss an algebra 
(2 A)2 whose congruence lattice is isomorphic to S 7. First, I give the isomorphism 
between the congruence lattice of (2A) 2 and S 7 in Section 3.1. Secondly, I prove in 
Section 3.2 th a t C o n ((2 A)2) is a power-hereditary congruence lattice by showing it 
satisfies Theorem 2.14. After that, Section 3.3 contains an alternate proof suggested 
to me by John Snow. Finally, in Section 3.4, I discuss a result about the finite lattices 
in the variety of S 7 th a t follows from Theorem 3.7.
3.1 T he m eet-sem ila ttice  on 22
Recall from Section 1.2 th a t a meet-semilattice is a partially ordered set of elements 
th a t  respec ts  th e  m eet o p e ra tio n  as defined on a  la ttice  b u t does n o t necessarily  
satisfy the join operation. The meet-semilattice th a t is discussed in this chapter 
has the underlying set {(0 , 0 ), (0 , 1), (1 , 0 ), (1 , 1 )} and the meet operation defined
38
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Figure 3.1: The meet-semilattice (2A)2
coordinatewise. For ease of notation, though, in this chapter let 0 =  (0,0), u  =  
(0,1), v — (1, 0), and 1 =  (1,1). A diagram of this Boolean meet-semilattice, which 
is referred to  as (2A)2, can be seen in Figure 3.1.
The algebra (2A ) 2  is quite im portant to  the research in this thesis as the congru­
ence lattice of (2 A ) 2 is isomorphic to S 7 . This is stated  in the following lemma and 
the proof is provided for completeness.
Lemma 3.1. [24] Con((2A)2) is isomorphic to S7. Thus, the lattice S7 is repre­
sentable by (2 a )2.
Proof. I proceed by finding all the congruences of (2A ) 2  and then constructing 
Con((2A)2). The isomorphism with S 7  is then obvious.
First, consider Cg(0, 0), the congruence generated by placing 0 in the same 
congruence class as itself. Since 0 =  0 this does not cause any other elements of 
(2 a )2 to be congruent. Thus, Cg(0, 0 ) yields the classes {{0}, {u}, {u}, {1}} and is 
equal to the trivial congruence on (2A)2. Similarly Cg(u,u) ,  Cg(v, v) ,  and Cg(  1,1) 
all yield the trivial congruence. Next, consider the other principal congruences of 
(2 a)2-
The congruence Cg{ 0, u ) has classes {{0, u }, {u}, {1}} a s0  =  0 A u  =  « A u  =  0 
and 0 =  0 A 1 e « A 1  =  m. Using a similar argument, it follows th a t Cg(Q,v)  has 
classes {{0 , u}, {w}, {1 }}.
The principal congruence Cg(u , 1) has 1 A v =  u  A v which implies v = 0. Thus, 
v and 0 are in the same congruence class. Then note w = l A u = l A 0 = 0  and
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V <73(0,0) C3(0, u) <73(0, Cg{v, l) Cg(u, 1) Cg{u, v) <73(0,1)
C5 (0, 0) <7^(0,0) (73(0, u) <7flr(0, v ) Cg{v, 1) Cg(u, 1) Cg{u v ) <73(0,1)
Cg{0,u) (7 3 (0, u) <73(0, u) Cg{u v) Cg(v, 1) <73(0,1) Cg(u, r>) <73(0,1)
Cg{ 0,u) (7 3 (0, v) Cg(u, v) <73(0, v ) <73(0,1) C3 (u, 1) Cg(u, v ) <73(0,1)
Cg{v, 1) Cg{v, 1) Cg(v, 1) Cg( 0, 1) Cg{v, 1) <73(0,1) <73(0, 1) <73(0,1)
Cg(u, 1) Cg(u, 1) <73(0, 1) Cg(u, 1) <73(0,1) Cg{u, 1) <73(0, 1) <73(0,1)
Cg{u,v) Cg(u,v) Cg(u, v ) Cg(u, v ) <73(0,1) <73(0,1) Cg[u v) <73(0,1)
^ ( 0, 1) Cg{ 0, 1) Cg( 0, 1) <75 (0, 1) <73(0,1) <73(0,1) <73(0, 1) <73(0,1)
Table 3.1: Joins of congruences of (2A) 2
0 =  u At )  =  « A 0  =  0 A 0 s o  there are no other congruences forced. Therefore, 
Cg(u,  1) has classes {{0, u}, {u,  1}}. Similarly, Cg( v , 1) has classes {{0, u }, {u, 1}}.
In Cg(u, v), u = v so u  A v = u  A u — u. But u  A v =  0 so 0 is in the same 
congruence class as u and v. Now notice th a t the only way to generate 1 with the 
meet operation is as 1 A 1 =  1 so 1 is still in its own class. Therefore, Cg(u, v)  
separates (2 A) 2 into classes {{0 ,w, u}, {1}}.
Finally, if 0 and 1 are congruent, then 1 Au  =  0 A u  and 1 An  =  0 An.  This causes 
u  and v  to be in the same congruence class as 0. Thus, Cg{0,1) — Cg(0,u, v ,  1) =  
Cg((2 a )2) and, by Lemma 2.2(a), no other principal congruences need to be checked.
Now, the set of all the possible joins of the non-trivial principal congruences can 
be seen in Table 3.1. Since the set of all Cg(a , b) in Con((2 A)2) is closed under join 
and, by Lemma 2.2(d), every 8 E Con(( 2 A)2) is the join of principal congruences, 
then every non-trivial 8 is principal. Therefore, there are seven unique congruences 
on (2 a )2 -  Cg{0, 0), Cg{0, u), Cg(0, v), Cg(u,  1), Cg(v,  1), Cg{u , v), and Cg(0 , 1) -  
which lead to a partial ordering of the congruences:
Cg{0,0) C Cg(0, u) c  Cg(v,  1) C <7^(0,1), Cg(0, u) C Cg(u,  v ) c  Cg{0,1),
Cg{0, 0) C Cg(0, v) C Cg(u,  1) C Cg(0,1), and Cg{0, v) C Cg(u, v ) C Cg{0,1).
The corresponding lattice of congruences Con((2A)2) is isomorphic to S 7  by the
40
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0 = C g (0 ,0 )
Figure 3.2: The congruence lattice of (2A) 2
obvious isomorphism (see Figure 3.2). Hence, by definition, S 7 is representable by 
( 2 a ) 2 - ■
The natural question to ask is whether C o n ((2 A)2) is hereditary, power-heredit­
ary, or neither. It turns out it is fairly easy to show that C o n ((2 A)2) is hereditary. 
However, I show in the next section that, in fact, the congruence lattice of (2A)2 is 
power-hereditary — a much stronger result.
3.2 C on((2A) ) is pow er-hereditary
In the following series of arguments I show th a t C o n ((2 A)2) is a power-hereditary 
representation of the lattice S7. For the rest of this chapter, the elements of the 
congruence lattice S7 in Figure 2.1 are referred to specifically as the congruences 
of (2a )2 as seen in Figure 3.2. By considering the algebra on the underlying set of 
(2a)2 x (2a)2 whose congruence lattice is
L i =  {(a,/3) e  C o n ((2 A)2) x C o n ((2 A)2) : a < 0 } ,
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(Cff(0,l),<7ff(0,l))
(■C g { u , v ) , C g ( u , v ))
{ C g ( v , l ) , C g ( u , l ) )
( C g ( 0 , 0 ) , C g ( 0 , 0 ) )
Figure 3.3: Lo as a 0-1 sublattice of C o n ( ( 2 A)2) x C o n ( ( 2 A)2) with some of the 
elements labelled
another algebra can be described on the same universe whose congruence lattice 
is Lo (see Figure 3.3). Thus, by Theorem 2.14, C o n ( ( 2 A)2) is a power-hereditary 
congruence lattice.
Before proceeding with the main part of the proof, though, some general results 
about congruence lattices are required. This first theorem describes the join of 
elements in a congruence lattice.
Theorem 3.2 ([1, 4.6]). I f  a  and (3 are congruences on an algebra A then (x , y) 
is in a  V /3 i f  and only i f  there exists a sequence of elements Zi , . . .  , z n in A  such 
that
(zi, z i+f) G a or (zh zi+l) e  /3 
for i = 1 , . . . ,  n  — 1, and x  — z\ and y  =  zn .
Recall from Section 1.2 th a t an automorphism <f> of the congruence lattice of an 
algebra A is carried by a function <f> if
$(#) =  {(4>(x), <i>(y)) e A x A | x 6 y }
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for all 9 in C o n  (A). The next lemma shows th a t every automorphism of an algebra 
carries an automorphism of the congruence lattice of tha t algebra.
L em m a  3.3. Let A  =  {A, F) be an algebra. Every automorphism 0 in A u t(A ) 
carries an automorphism T in A u t(C o n (A )) defined such that
v (d) = {(00*0, e  A  x A  | x 9 y }
for all 6 in C on(A ).
Proof. Fix 0 in A u t(A ) and 9 in C on(A ). First, I claim that
r(0 ) =  {(4>(x), f ( y )) e  A  x A  | x 9 y}
= { (x , y)  e  A  x A  | 0 _1(x) 9 (f~l {y)}
is a congruence on A. Let x, y, w,  and z  be elements of A. For all x  in A , the 
pair (x, x) is in 9 as it is reflexive. Then, since 0~x is a bijection, for all x  the pair 
4>~1(x) 9 4>~l (x) is also in 9. Hence (0(0“ 1(a:)), 0 (0 ” 1(x))) =  (x, x)  is in T(0) and 
T(0) is reflexive. Next, suppose (x,y)  is in T(0). Then (0_ 1(x), 4>~1(y)) is in 9 and, 
since 9 is symmetric, (0_ 1(y), 0 _ 1(x)) is also in 9. Hence (y,x)  is in T(0) and T(9) 
is symmetric. Now let {x,y)  and (y,w)  be in T(0). This means (<f~1(x), <f~1(y)) 
and ((f>~1(y), 0 _1(w)) are in 9. Since 9 is transitive, ( f ~ 1(x),  0 _1(u>)) is in 9 , and 
subsequently, (x,w)  is in T(0). Thus, T(0) is transitive and an equivalence relation. 
Now, for any n-ary operation /  in F  and (aq, yf) in T(9), where 1 <  * <  n, I have
Xi T(0) yi for all i <=> 0~1(aq) 9 0 _1(^ )  for all i
&  / ( 0 - 1O x ),. . . ,  f ~ \ x n)) 9 f  (0—1 (a/i), . . . ,  f ~ l {yn))
<=> 0 _ 1 ( / ( ^ l >  • • • , * n ) )  0  0 _ 1 ( 0 ( j / l ) • • • , V n ) )
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since (j) 1 is also an automorphism. Hence
f ( x T(9) f ( y u . . . , y n)
so T(0) preserves the operations of A. Therefore, r(# ) is in Con(A).
I now show tha t T is an automorphism of Con(A). By the previous paragraph, 
r(0 ) is a congruence of A, so T is well-defined. Suppose, for some 9\ and 92 in 
Con(A), th a t T(0i) =  r((92). In other words,
{ (0 (x ), <f>(y)) e  A x A | x  9i y )  = {(</>(x), <j>(y)) e  A x A | x 9 2 y ) .
It follows tha t
{{</> <t> ^(y))) e A  x A  | x 0i y )
= {(</,_1(0(a:))> <£_1(0(y))> e  A  x A  I X  92 y )
hence
{{x, y) E A  x A  | x  91 y} = { (x, y) € A  x A  | x 92 y}
so 91 =  92. Thus, T is one-to-one.
Now, let 9 be in C on(A ). Since 4>~l is an automorphism,
e4>~1 = e  A  x A  | x 9 y }
is also in C on(A ). Then
r ( V 0  =  {(<K^~1(a;))> 0 (0 -1(y))) e  A  x A  I x 9 y }
= {(x , y)  e  A  x A  | x 9 y}
= 9
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and T is onto.
Finally, I show th a t T preserves meet and join. Let 9\ and 6 2 be in C on(A ). I 
have
r (0 i  A 92) =  { ( 0 0 ) ,  4>{y)) e  A  x A  | x  6h a  d2 y}
= { ( 0 0 ) ,  0 0 ) )  G A  x A  I X  91 y}  
A { ( 0 0 ) ,  0 0 ) )  e  A  x A I X 62 y}
= r(61) A r ( 0 2).
Thus T preserves meet.
Now, suppose (x,y)  is in T(0i V d2). This means (0_1(x), 4>~l (y)) is in 6\ V 92 
and, by Theorem 3.2, this is equivalent to having a sequence of elements z 1, . . . ,  zn
in A  such th a t (zi, Zi+i) in 9\ or (zi, Zi+\) in 92 for i — 1 , . . . ,  n — 1 and 0 - 1(x) =  z\
and 4>~1(y) =  zn. Then
0 ,? /)  G r (0 i  V 02) <F> {(p~1(x),(j)~1(y)} G 9i V d2
0 _1O ) Oj z 2 6j • • • Oj zn- 1 Oj 0 —1 (?/) for j  G {1,2}
O  x T(0 ) 0 O 2) r ( 0,-) • • • r(9j )  0 O„_!) r(6j)  y  for j e { i ,  2 } 
O ,//) g r o o  v r ( 02).
Thus T preserves join.
Therefore, T is an automorphism and, consequently, 0 carries an automorphism 
of C on(A ). ■
Now, let 0i : (2A)2 —>■ (2A)2 be the automorphism of (2A)2 where 0i(O) =  0, 
0 i (1) =  1 , 0 i 0 ) =  v,  and 0 i 0 ) =  u • F°r anY # in C o n ((2 A)2), define $ i ( 0 ) to be
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the congruence in C o n ( ( 2 A) 2) such th a t
$ i(# ) =  { ( M x )i M v ) )  G (2a ) 2 x (2a )2 : x 9 y).
Under this mapping, d>1(C'5r(0 , 0)) has congruence classes
{{0 1 (0 )} , { 0 i (« )} , { 0 i(v )} , { 0 i ( l ) } }  =  {{0}, M ,  {u} , {1}} 
so d>1(C'y(0,0 )) =  Cg(0,0).  Similarly,
$i(Cg{0,u))  = Cg(0,v),  $ i(C p(0 , v)) = Cg(0 , u), $!(Cg(u,  1)) =  Cg(v,  1), 
$!(Cg(v,  1)) =  Cg(u,  1), $ i (Cg(u,v))  = Cg(u,v),  and ^ ( C ^ O ,  1)) =  Cg(0 , 1 ).
Note tha t, under this definition, <f>i(Cg(s, t)) — Cg(4>i(s), 4>\(t)) for all s and t  in 
(2a)2. The following corollary to Lemma 3.3 concerns the mapping <3>i.
Corollary 3.4. The mapping 4>i : Con((2A)2) —> Con((2A)2) is an automorphism 
on Con((2 A)2) (see Figure 3.4). Moreover, $i(d>i(0)) =  9 for  all 8  in Con((2A)2).
Proof. This follows immediately from the definition of T | and Lemma 3.3. ■
These two automorphisms provide the key to proving Lo is a congruence lattice 
on the underlying set of (2A)2 x (2A)2 by allowing one to exploit the symmetry of 
(2a ) 2  and Con((2A)2).
Now, for any (x,y)  in (2A ) 2 x (2A ) 2  and (a, (3) in Con((2A)2) x Con((2A)2), 
define the companion of (x,y)  as (x,y) = (0 i(x),y)  and the companion of (a, (3) as 
{ a , P )  = ($ 1  (a), (3). Note tha t, since 0 i(0 i(x )) =  x  for all x  in (2A)2, it follows th a t 
{x,y)  =  (x, y) as well. The next lemma provides the necessary connection between 
Lo and the lattice Li.
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$ i ( C 9(0,l))=Cff(0,l)
3>l { C g ( u , v ) ) = C g ( u , v )
$ i ( C g { u , l ) ) = C g ( v , l )
l(u)=t>
3 i ( 0 ) = 0
< f> i(C g(0 ,u ))=C S (0,i;)$ i ( C g ( 0 , v ) ) = C g ( 0 , u )
<& i(C g(0,0))=C 'g(0,0)
Figure 3.4: The automorphisms f 1 on (2A ) 2  and $ 1  on Con((2A)2)
Lemma 3.5. The lattice L0  < Eq(22 x 22) is isomorphic to Li under the companion 
mapping. Consequently, for all (aq, r/i) and (x2, y2) in (2A ) 2  x (2A ) 2 and {a, (5) G Li;
(x i ,y i )  (a, (3) {x2,y 2) i f  and only i f  (x l , y 1) {a, (3) (x2,y 2).
Proof. First, I rewrite L0  in a form more similar to tha t of L7. Note tha t, as a 0-1 
sublattice of Con(( 2 A)2) x Con((2A)2), the definition of L0  on page 31 is equivalent 
to
Lo =  { (C p(0 ,0) ,C^(0 ,0 ))}
U { (a ,  Cg(0, u)) G S 7 x S 7 : 0 <  a  <  Cg(0, t?)}
U { (a ,  Cg(0, v)) G S7 x S 7 : 0 <  a  < Cg(0, tt)}
U { (a ,  Cg{v , 1)) G S7 x S 7 : 0 <  a  < Cg(u , 1)}
U { (a ,C g(u ,v ) )  G S 7 x S7 : 0 < a  < Cg{u,v)}
U {(a, Cg(u,  1)) G S7 x S 7 : 0 < a  < Cg(v,  1)}
U { (a ,  Cg(0 , 1)) G S 7 x S7 : 0 < a  < Cg(0 , 1)}.
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Also note tha t, for the lattice L0, the automorphism $ 1  satisfies <&i(P) =  P^ for all 
P in Con((2A)2). Hence, by Corollary 2.8,
L0  =  {{a,P) E Con((2 A)2) x Con(( 2 A)2) : a  <
However, by Corollary 3.4,
ol <  ®i(P) <=> a  A $ 1  (P) = a
<=> $ i( a )  A $ i ( $ i (P)) = <4>i(a)
<=> 4>1(a) A P =  $ 1(0 ;)
<£> <f>i(a) <  p.
Thus
L0  =  {(a ,P)  e  Con(( 2 A)2) x Con(( 2 A)2) : ^ ( a )  <  /?}.
Now, consider the companion mapping restricted to L ^ Suppose (ay, Pi) is in L ^  
Then ay < Pi  and ( a \ , P i )  — ( $ i ( « i ) ,Pi ) -  Since $i(d>i(ai)) = ay by Corollary 3.4, 
it follows th a t ($ i(a i) , Pi) is in L0. Thus, the companion mapping sends elements 
of Li to L0.
Now, suppose (ai, Pi) — {(*2 ^ 2 ) for (« i,/?i) and (a2, P2 ) in L0. Then
(ay, Pi) — (a 2, P2 ) ^  ( ^ 1(0 1 ), Pi) — ($ 1(0 :2), P2)
O  Pi — P2 and d>i(ai) =  <f>i(a2)
and since dy is bijective, it follows th a t (ay, Pi) = (a 2, Z^)- Therefore, the companion 
mapping is one-to-one.
Next, pick (ay,/?i) in L0. Since <&i(ay) <  Pi by definition, it follows th a t 
($ i(a i) ,/5 i)  is an element of L i. Therefore, ($ i(a i) ,/? i)  =  (d,1(d>i(a2)))P2) =
48
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(an, A ) and the mapping is onto, as well.
I show in the following th a t the companion map preserves join. Pick (an, A ) 
and (a2, A ) i-n In . By Corollary 3.4, $ i ( a i  V a 2) =  $ i ( a i )  V <&i(a2). I then have
(op, A ) V (a 2, A ) — {a i V a 2, A v A )
— ($ i( a i  V a 2), A  V f t )
=  ( ^ ( a p )  V $ 1(0 :2)) A  V A )
=  ($ !(« ,) , A ) V ( $ i ( a 2), A )
=  (a i, A ) V (a 2, A)-
Hence the companion mapping preserves join and, by a dual argument, it also pre­
serves meet. Thus, since the companion mapping is one-to-one, onto, and preserves 
join and meet, the congruence lattice Lo is isomorphic to Li.
Now, pick (x \ ,y i )  and (x2,|/2) in (2A)2 x (2 A)2 and (a,f3) e  Li such tha t 
(x 1 , y 1) (a, A  (x 2 , y 2)• I then have
{xi ,y i)  (a, A  {x2 , y 2) ^  £1 «  £2 and y x (3 y2
O  A (^ i)  $ i ( a )  A ( ^ )  and yx f3 y2 
o  <0i(3:i),2/i) (<f>i(a),A {<f>i(x2) , y 2 )
Therefore, {xx, y x) (a, (3) (xx, y x) if and only if (xx, y x) (a, j3) (xu V i ) -  ■
Now, the next lemma states th a t there exists an algebra on the universe of 
(2 a )2 x (2 a )2 whose congruence lattice is equal to Lo-
L e m m a  3.6 . T h e r e  e x i s t s  a n  a l g e b r a  Aq o n  t h e  u n d e r l y i n g  s e t  o / ( 2 A)2 x (2A)2 s u c h
that C on(A o) =  Lo.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 the lattice Li is the congruence lattice of an algebra on the
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underlying set of (2A ) 2  x (2A ) 2 so let A i  = (22 x 22; F } such th a t Con(A 1) =  L^ 
Then, for all s* and tj in 22 x 22 and (a, (3) in L i;
Si (a, p) U
for i = 1 , , n  implies
f { s u . . . , s n) (a, P) f { t u . . . , t n)
for all n-ary operations /  in F.
I define in the following an algebra A 0  such th a t Con(A0) =  L0. For each n-ary 
operation /  in F,  define gj  such th a t for all s* in 22 x 22,
/ ( ® l i • ■ • i ®n)-
Let G = {gj : f  E F j  and define A 0  =  (22 x 22; G).
I claim th a t each 9 in Lo is a congruence of Ao- Since Li and Lo are isomorphic 
under the companion mapping, there exists (ai ,Pi)  € Li such th a t 6  — (ai,Pi) .  
Suppose Si 9 ti for i = 1 , ,n.  Then for all i
Si 9 ti &  S i ( a i ,p i ) U
&  s l (a i ,P i)Ti.
Thus, for all n-ary operations /  in F, it follows tha t
Si 9 U for i = 1 .. . n  <=> /(sT , . . .  ,s^) (au  Pi) / ( t i , . . .  , t n)
/( s T ,. . . ,  s^) (a i, pi) f { t [, . . . P Q
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^  / ( '‘’l > • • • i Sn) @ f ( t  1) • • • i^n)
Hence, for all s* and U in 22 x  22 and 0 in Lo, when Sj # ti for i — 1 , . . . ,  n  it follows 
tha t
• ' ‘ > ^ 5/(^ 1) • • • i ^n)
for all n-ary operations gj in G. Therefore, every 9 in L0 is a congruence on the 
algebra Ao-
Now, suppose fi in Eq(22 x 22) is a congruence on Ao, as well. T hat means Si\iti 
for * =  1, . . . ,  n  implies
9 f ( s  1) • • • i s n)  A* 9 f { t  1) • • • > t n)
for all n-ary operations gf  in G. Let 7  in Eq(22 x 22) be the equivalence relation
such tha t Si 7  ti if and only if si p, U. Then, for all Sj and ti in 22 x 22 and gf in G,
Si 7  ti for i = 1 , . . . ,  n  47 s i  fi ti for i = 1 , . . . ,  n
o  . . , s a ) n f ( t
47 f { s u . . . , s n ) f l f ( t 1 , . . . , t n)
47 f ( s U . . . , S n) j  f ( t i , . . . , t n )
Therefore, 7  preserves /  for all f  in F  which means 7  is in L i. But 7  =  fi and since, 
by Lemma 3.5, Li is isomorphic to L0 under the companion map, the congruence n  
must be in Lo-
Therefore, since L0 contains exactly the congruences on the algebra A 0, the
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congruence lattice C o n (A 0) is L0. ■
Now Theorem 2.14, combined with the fact th a t L0 is the congruence lattice of 
an algebra on the universe of (2 A ) 2 x (2 A)2, yields the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.7. Con((2A)2) is a power-hereditary representation of the lattice S 7 .
3.3 A n alternate proof
An alternate proof of Theorem 3.7 exists th a t has a distinctly different flavour than 
th a t of Section 3.2. This section includes the p roof— a sketch of which was provided 
in [17] by John Snow — not only for interest’s sake but also because it makes use 
of primitive positive formulas. As well, Lemma 3.8 has im portant implications in 
Chapter 5.
Recall th a t the graph of an automorphism $  of a lattice L is the subset G of 
L x L such th a t G — {(x ,y )  G L x L :  $(a:) =  y } . This first lemma describes how 
the graph of an automorphism of the congruence lattice of an algebra A can yield 
another congruence lattice of an algebra on the universe of A x A.
Lemma 3.8. [17] Let be an automorphism of  Con(A) for  some algebra A and 
define sublattices M < Con(A) x Con(A) and N  <  Con(A) x Con(A) to have 
the universes
M  =  {(ct, [3) G Con(A) x Con(A) : <E>(a) =  (3} and 
N  — {(a,  P) G Con(A) x Con(A) : <l>(a) <  /J}.
I f  M  is the congruence lattice o f  an algebra on the universe o f  A  x A, then  so is N . 
Proof. Let m  = (™). Define P (a  1>2, an,3 , . . . ,  a n_2,n, a:n_i,n) as the equivalence rela-
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tion a such tha t
<J(X1 ,X2) <-> 3x3, • • • ,Xn / \  OLij(Xi, Xj).
1 <i<j<n
For example, when n = 4, the equivalence relation P(aq,2, a i,3) cq,4> <^2,3) a 2,4 , ^ 3,4) 
is defined such tha t
X\ P (q 'ij2, Q!i,3) ®1,4) ®2,3) <^ 2,4) ®3,4) ^2
if and only if
3x3,x 4 £ 2) A aq^aq , 2:3) Aa i,4(^ 1; £4) A «2,3(x2, i 3)A a 2|4(i2, £4) A 0 :3,4 (#3, £4 )-
Assume tha t 1VI is the congruence lattice of an algebra on the universe of A. x A_. By 
Lemma 1.4, the congruence lattice M  is closed under primitive positive formulas, 
hence P ( ( o i , / A ) , . . . ,  (am,j3m)) is in M  for all (cq, Pi) in M .
Now, since P  applies coordinatewise,
P ( (o  1, (3\ ) , . . . ,  (om, (3m)) =  ( P ( o 4, . . . ,  o m), P(/?i, . . . , firn)) •
Then, since (cq, <f>(oj)) is in M  for all cq in C on(A ), it follows th a t
P ((o i, $ ( a i))> • • •, (am, $(«m ))) =  (P (a  1, ■■•,%),  P ( $ ( o i ) , . . . ,  $ (o m))) 
is also in M . But from the definition of M , this just means
$ ( P ( a i , . . . ,  a m)) = P ( $ ( a i ) , . . . ,  <f>(am)).
Next, I claim th a t P  is order preserving.
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Suppose, for
<^ 1,3) • • • i a n - 2 ,m a n-l,n) and fi  {Pl,2 i Pl,3i ■ ■ ■ ■> Pn—2,ni Pn—l,n) 
in C o n (A )m, tha t a. < fi. Let (x \ ,X 2 ) be in P(at). Hence
3 x 3, . . . ,  x n / \  a i , j ( x i , X j ) .
But since cpj C for 1 < i < j  < n,
3 x 3, . . . , x „  f \  f i i j i x u X j ) .
1 <i<j<n
Thus (x i , x2) is in P(/3) and P ( a )  <  P (fi).
Hence for all cp and Pi in C on(A ) such th a t (cp,/3j) is in A,
P( $(a - i ) , . . . ,  $ ( a m)) <  P(fi i , . . . ,  /?m).
But since $ ( F ( a i , . . . ,  a m)) = P ( $ i ( a i ) , . . . ,  $ ( a m)), it follows tha t
<f>(P(ai,. . . ,  a m)) <  P ( A , . . . ,  /3m).
By Lemma 1.4 again, C on(A ) is closed under primitive positive formulas so P ( a n , . . . ,  
and P(Pi , . . . ,  Pm) are elements of C on(A ). Thus, by definition of A, the pair
(P (« l, . . . , Qim), P(Pl  j • • • ) Pm)} P((*ai, /?l), . . • , (cKm) Pm})
is also in A  and A is closed under P . Therefore, by Lemma 1.4, A is a congruence 
lattice of an algebra on the universe of A  x A. ■
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The next lemma describes an algebra on the universe of (2A ) 2  x (2A ) 2 whose 
congruence lattice is equal to
M =  {{a,  13) G Con((2A)2) x Con((2A)2) : ^ ( a )  = (3}
where $ 1  is the automorphism defined on page 45. It is im portant to note th a t in 
his correspondence, Snow acknowledges Ralph McKenzie for the idea of the con­
struction.
L em m a  3.9. [17] There exists an algebra A such that
Con(A) =  {(0, ^ (0 ))  | 8  G Con((2A)2)} .
Proof. Consider the algebra A =  (22 x 22; A, D , P )  where the meet operation is 
coordinatewise on 22 x 22. In addition, for all (a, b) and (c,d) in 22 x 22, the binary 
operation D  is defined
D((a, b}, (c, d)) = (a, d) 
and the unary operation P  is defined
p ((Tb}) = {4>i(b), 4>i(a))
where <fii is the automorphism defined in Section 3.2. Using the Universal Algebra 
Calculator [5] created by Ralph Freese and Emil Kiss to generate the congruence 
lattice of A yields
C on(A ) =  {(0, ®x(0)) | 8  G C o n ((2 A)2)} , 
displayed in Figure 3.5. ■
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(C g (0 ,0 ),C g (0 ,0 ))
Figure 3.5: The congruence lattice of (22 x 22, A, D, P)
Now, the lattice Lo from the previous section can be w ritten as
L0  =  {(a, (3) e  Con((2 A)2) x Con(( 2 A)2) : $ i(a )  < /?}.
Hence, Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.9 show th a t Lo is the congruence lattice of an 
algebra on the universe of (2 A) 2 x (2 A)2.
3.4 R epresentations o f la ttices in V({S 7 }) by alge­
bras w ith  m eet operations
Recall th a t the variety V({A}) of an algebra A is the set of all homomorphic images 
of subalgebras of direct products of A. I prove using Theorem 3.7, th a t every 
finite lattice in the variety of S7 is representable by a finite algebra with a meet 
operation. In o rder to  prove th is  in T heorem  3.15, though , a few useful resu lts  
are needed starting with a form of Birkhoff’s Subdirect Representation Theorem 
adapted from [10].
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Theorem 3.10. [10] I f  V ( K )  is a variety, then every finite member of  V ( K )  is 
isomorphic to a subdirect product of  finitely many subdirectly irreducible members of 
V(Kj .
The next two theorems concern congruence-distributive varieties.
Theorem 3.11. [2] The lattice Con(L) is distributive for any lattice L.
Theorem 3.12 ([10, 4.99 and 4.104]). I f V ( K )  is finitely generated and congru­
ence distributive, then every finite subdirectly irreducible algebra in V (K)  belongs to 
the set of homomorphic images of subalgebras of  elements of K .
Next, I show in the following two lemmas th a t every finite lattice in V({S7}) is 
isomorphic to  a 0-1 sublattice of S7n for some finite n.
Lemma 3.13. Every non-trivial homomorphic image of a sublattice of S 7 can be 
embedded as a 0-1 sublattice of S7.
Proof. There are 45 non-trivial sublattices of S7. The set of all non-trivial homomor­
phic images of these sublattices are isomorphic to copies of 2, 3, 4, 2 x 2, 1 © (2 x 2), 
(2 x 2) © 1, N 5, 2 x 3 ,  and S7. These are all isomorphic to 0-1 sublattices of S7 
(see Figure 3.6). ■
Lemma 3.14. Every non-trivial finite lattice in V({S7}) can be embedded as a 0-1 
sublattice of  S7n, for  some n.
Proof. Let L be a non-trivial finite element of V({S7}). By Theorem 3.10, the 
lattice L is isomorphic to a subdirect product of finitely many subdirectly irreducible 
members Lj of V({S7}) and each subdirectly irreducible lattice is finite and non­
trivial. Hence, there exists a lattice L"  such tha t
n
L =  L" < Y ]L i
s d  “
1 = 1
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23
Figure 3.6: The 0-1 sublattices of S 7, up to isomorphism
and each Lj is finite and subdirectly irreducible. Moreover, by Theorem 3.12, since 
lattices are congruence distributive and V({S7}) is finitely generated, each Lj is the 
homomorphic image of a sublattice of S7.
Now note tha t, since L" is a subdirect product, the join of all its elements is
( 1 , . . . ,  1) and the meet of all of its elements is ( 0 , . . . ,  0). Thus, L" is a 0-1 sublattice
n  n
of r iL o  th a t is, L" <  riL*- Next, since every Lj is a homomorphic image of a
i = 1 0-1 i = 1
sublattice of S7, by Lemma 3.13 they can be embedded as 0-1 sublattices of S7.
Hence
IF = IF:
i = i  j = 1
where L' <  S7 for all j .  Thus, 
0-1
L =  L" <  f f L j  ^  TTL' <  S7n.
0-1 , 0-1i = 1 j = 1
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Therefore, L can be embedded as a 0-1 sublattice of 87" for some n. ■
I now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.15. Every finite lattice in V({S7}) is representable by the congruence 
lattice of a finite algebra with a meet operation.
Proof. Let L be a non-trivial finite lattice in V({St}). By Lemma 3.14, L is iso­
morphic to  L', a 0-1 sublattice of Con(( 2 A)2)n for some n > 1. Since Con((2A)2) is 
power-hereditary by Theorem 3.7, there exists an algebra A =  ((22)n; F)  such th a t 
Con(A) =  V .
The meet operation of ((2A)2)n is defined to be the meet operation of (2A ) 2  done 
coordinate-wise; th a t is,
(d i , . . . ,  Uji) t\ (61, . . . ,  bjfj A 61, . . . ,  an A 6n)
for all ( a i , . . . ,  an) and (b\ , . . . ,  bn) in ((2A)2)n. I claim that every congruence in L'
preserves the meet operation of ((2 A)2)n.
Let 8  be an equivalence relation in L'. Then 8  =  (oq, . . . ,  a n) where each a* is an 
element of Con((2A)2). Let (a1 , . . . , a n), (61, . . . ,  bn), (c i , . . . ,  cn), and (d i , . . . ,  dn) 
in ((2 A)2)n be elements such th a t
(fli, • • •, an) (oq, •. •, Oi-n) (bi, . . . ,  bn)
and
(ci, •. •, cn) (cti) • • • j O^n) (di, ■ • ■, dnfi
This is equivalent to a j bt and q  ctj di for 1 <  i < n. Hence a* A q  cq bi A di for
1 <  i < n  as every preserves the meet operation on (2 A)2.
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Therefore,
(0 1  A C i , , an A cn  ^ (oli, . . . ,  (&i A d i, • • •, bn A dn )
which is equivalent to
( f l i ,  • • ■ i ®n) d\ (d l i  • • • >^n) (^1 )  ■ • • ) ^ n )  (^1) • • • >^n) ^  ( ^ l i  • • • >^n)-
Thus, every congruence in L' preserves meet done coordinatewise on ((2A)2)”.
Now consider the algebra A' =  ((22)n ; T1, A) which is the original algebra A with
the meet operation added. Since 1/ preserves F  by definition and preserves meet
by the previous paragraph, the congruence lattice of A' is also L'. Hence, every
2 ^0-1 sublattice of Con((2A) ) is the congruence lattice of an algebra with a meet 
operation.
Therefore, as a result of Lemma 3.14, every finite lattice L in V({S7}) is isomor­
phic to the congruence lattice of a finite algebra with a meet operation. I
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Chapter 4
The Autom orphism s of (2/\)n and
Con((2A)")
In this chapter, I discuss the general Boolean meet-semilattice (2A)n and its au­
tomorphisms as well as the automorphisms of its congruence lattice. Section 4.1 
motivates why the study of these automorphisms is im portant and revisits the auto­
morphisms of (2a)2. Next, in Section 4.2, another example is given which provides 
more detail to illustrate the upcoming proof. Following that, Section 4.3 contains 
some useful facts about groups of perm utations and automorphisms. Finally, every 
automorphism of Con((2A)n) is shown to be carried by an automorphism of (2A)n 
in Section 4.4.
4.1 G eneralizing to  th e  m eet-sem ila ttice  (2 A)n
Many natural questions arise from Theorem 3.7 in Chapter 3 and one of the most 
in te restin g  is “Is C o n ((2 A)n) p o w er-hered itary  for all n ? ” As of th is  m om ent, th e  
question remains unanswered.
It was suggested to me by John Snow th a t if I could generalize the ideas of the
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proofs in Section 3.2 it would be hard evidence th a t the answer is probably “yes” . 
Recall from Section 1.2 th a t an automorphism $  of a congruence lattice C on(A ) is 
carried by a function <f> if
<&($) =  {(4>(u), 0(f))  E A x A  u 9 v}
for all 9 in Con(A). The idea behind his suggestion is th a t if every automorphism 
of Con((2A)n) is carried by a unique automorphism of (2A)n, then the graphs of 
these automorphisms will be congruence lattices on (2A)n x (2A)n.
The first part of this automorphism conjecture is in fact true for all n, as is 
shown in Section 4.4, and the second part follows in Chapter 5. I first consider 
as motivation, though, the case where n  =  2 from Chapter 3. To discuss all the 
automorphisms of (2A ) 2  and Con((2A)2), the following lemma is needed.
L em m a  4.1 . Any meet-semilattice (lattice) automorphism 0  of a finite meet-semi­
lattice ( lattice) with 1 fixes 0 and 1. That is, 0 ( 0) =  0 and 0(1) =  1. Moreover, 
0  maps every coatom to a coatom and every join-irreducible element to a join- 
irreducible element.
Proof. Let 0  be an automorphism of a semilattice S. For any u  in S,
0(u) =  0 (tt A 1) =  0(w) A 0(1)
so 0(it) <  0(1). Since this is true for every element in S, if 0 (u ) =  1 then 0(1) =  1. 
As 0  is one-to-one, u = 1. Similarly,
0 (0 )  =  0 ( 0  A u) = 0 (0 )  A 0(w)
so 0 (0 )  <  0(w) for all u  in S. Hence 0 (0 )  =  0.
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Now, I claim th a t ip maps any coatom of S to another coatom. For a contradic­
tion, assume there exists a u in S such th a t u -< 1 but ip(u) fi 1 . Then there exists 
an u' in S such th a t ip(u) < u' < 1. Because ip is an automorphism, there exists 
some v fi \  such th a t u' = ip(v). Hence
ip{u) =  ip(u) A v! = ip{u) A ip(v) = ip{u A v )
so u =  u A v. And, since u -< 1 and v f i  1, it follows tha t u — v. But this is a 
contradiction as ip is a bijection. Thus ip(u) -< 1. Moreover, for u, v, and w in S, I 
have u  A v = w if and only ip{u) A tp(v) = ip(w). If w is join-irreducible, then u  =  w 
or v — w. Hence, either ip(u) = ip(w) or ip(v) =  ip(w) and ip(w) is join-irreducible.
Note tha t, since a lattice is also a meet-semilattice, the results are true for lattices 
as well. ■
The next theorem describes the automorphisms of (2A ) 2  and Con((2A)2).
Theorem 4.2. There are exactly two automorphisms of  Con((2A)2) corresponding 
to the two automorphisms of (2 A)2.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, any automorphism T of Con((2A)2) must perm ute the co­
atoms of Con((2A)2). Moreover, a join-irreducible coatom must be sent to a join- 
irreducible coatom. Thus, there are two possibilities for P. One is the identity map 
and the other interchanges the two coatoms tha t are join-irreducible. This latter 
map is 4>i shown in Figure 3.4. ■
It is trivial th a t the identity automorphism of Con((2A)2) is carried by the 
identity automorphism of (2A) 2. As well, from the way <Li is defined in Section 3.2, 
it follows th a t 4>i is also carried by Ai (see page 46). So for the case of n  =  2, it 
follows tha t every automorphism of Con((2A)n) is carried by an automorphism of
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(0 ,0 ,0 )
Figure 4.1: The meet-semilattice (2A)3
(2A)n. In fact, the set of all automorphisms of an algebra form a group as is noted 
in the following theorem (see Section 1.2 for the definition of a group).
T h e o re m  4.3. [4] The set of all automorphisms of an algebra A  forms a group, 
A u t(A ) =  (Aut(A);  o, -1 , id&), called the automorphism group of A .
Since A u t ( ( 2 A)2) and A u t(C o n ((2 A)2)) both have only two elements and each 
element is its own inverse, it is fairly easy to see th a t the automorphism groups are 
isomorphic.
4.2 A nother exam ple: C on((2 A) )
The first example of (2A)n th a t has been seen thus far (n = 2) provides very little 
information about the general case. In order to understand the general case better, 
I provide another example th a t is much more useful. In this section, the congruence 
lattice of (2A)3 and its corresponding automorphisms are discussed (see Figure 4.1 
and 4.2). A sketch is also given of the proof th a t every automorphism of C o n ((2 A)3) 
is carried by an automorphism of (2A)3 and refer the reader to Section 4.4 for the 
rigorous details.
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In Chapter 3, finding the congruence lattice of (2A) 2 was a relatively easy exer­
cise. However, as n  grows, the congruence lattice of (2A)n grows large quite quickly. 
At n = 3, the congruence lattice of (2 A) 3 has 61 congruences and is quite hard to 
find correctly by hand (see Figure 4.2). Luckily, the congruence lattice can be gen­
erated using the Universal Algebra Calculator [5] and using this program I am able 
find all 61 congruences (see Figure 4.2). See Appendix A for a complete description 
of each congruence in Figure 4.2.
Recall th a t an element u  in a lattice L is meet-irreducible if u =  v A z implies 
u — v  or u =  ^ for all v and z  in L. In this section, the only congruences tha t 
need discussion are the meet-irreducible congruences of C o n ((2 A)3). In fact, the 
meet-irreducible congruences are exactly the coatoms of C o n ((2 A)3); th a t is, 6  is 
meet-irreducible in C o n ((2 A)3) if and only if 9 -< V. These congruences are the 7 
congruences of the form
=  {<“ ,*>) G (2 a )3 x (2 a )3 :
(u > (AA2A3) and v > (AA2A3)) or (u ^  (AA2U3) and v ^  (AA2U3))}
where (AA2A3) in (2a)3 is such th a t (AA2A3) 7^  (0,0,0).  The coatoms and V are 
illustrated in Figure 4.3.
The meet-irreducible elements are im portant as they completely determine all 
the elements of (2A) 3 and C o n ((2 A)3). Just as any positive integer can be defined 
as the product of primes, so too can any element in a meet-semilattice or lattice be 
w ritten as the meet of meet-irreducible elements. Thus, if it is known where the 
meet-irreducible elements are m apped by an automorphism, it is also known where 
every other element is mapped.
Now, any automorphism of C o n ((2 A)3) will map the coatoms (meet-irreducible 
congruences) to themselves by a similar argument to the one given in the proof of
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Figure 4.2: The congruence lattice of (2A ) 3
( 0 , 0 , 1 )( 0 , 1 , 1 )( 0 , 1 ,0 )( 1 , 0 ,0 )
Figure 4.3: The coatoms of Con((2A)3) 
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Theorem 4.2. W hat this means is tha t any automorphism of Con((2A)3) is com­
pletely determined by where it sends the coatoms of Con((2A)3) as every element of 
(2a ) 3 is the meet of meet-irreducible elements. Three more useful facts help deter­
mine all the automorphisms of Con((2A)3). First, of all the coatoms in Con((2A)3), 
the only three th a t meet to  A in Con((2A)3) are @(1,0,0), ©(0,1,0), and @(o,o,i)- Any 
other set of three coatoms will meet to a congruence greater than  A. Secondly, the 
meet of any two congruences in {©(1,0,0), 0 <0,1,op ©(0,0,1)} is less than  a single unique 
congruence in {©(1,1,0), @(1,0,1), ©(0,1,1) }• And thirdly, the congruence ©(1,1,1) is the 
only coatom th a t covers 6 congruences.
The first fact means tha t, since every automorphism of Con((2 A)3) maps A to it­
self by Lemma 4.1, the automorphism must also map the set {@(1,0,0), ©(0,1,0), @(0,0,1)} 
to itself. This, in turn, defines where {©(1,1,0), ©(1,0,1), @(0,1,1)} are sent by the second 
fact. Finally, the third fact implies tha t any automorphism must map @(1,1,1) to itself 
as the automorphism must preserve the number of elements @(1,1,1) covers. Thus 
every automorphism is completely determined by where it maps the congruences 
@(1,0,0), @(o,i,o), and ©(0,0,1)• This, combined with the fact th a t every perm utation of 
the set {@(1,0,0), @(0,1,o), ©(0,0,1)} generates an automorphism of Con((2A)3), yields 
exactly 3! =  6 automorphisms of Con((2A)3).
Similarly, for (2A ) 3  there are exactly 6 automorphisms corresponding to perm uta­
tions of the coatoms. For each coatom c of (2A ) 3 there corresponds a unique atom a 
such th a t a ^  c. This atom, in turn, corresponds to a congruence @(1,0,0), @(0,1,0), or 
©(0,0,1)- Thus each automorphism of Con((2 A)3) will correspond to a perm utation of 
the atoms and coatoms of (2 A)3 and be carried by the corresponding automorphism 
of (2a)3. In addition, the automorphism groups of (2 A ) 3  and Con((2 A)3) are in fact 
isomorphic to each other under the mapping /  : Aut((2A)3) —> Aut(Con((2A)3)) 
where f ( 4>) equals the unique $  carried by <fi.
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4.3 P erm utation  and autom orphism  groups
This section contains two lemmas tha t are useful for proving the general case in 
Section 4.4. The first lemma gives a homomorphism between the symmetric group 
and the automorphism group of the direct product of an algebra. In this lemma, 
the notation pa denotes the automorphism of A 1 corresponding to the perm utation 
a  under the map p.
L em m a 4 .4 . Let Hi be the symmetric group on the set I  and let A  be an algebra. 
Then the map p : Hi  —> A ut(A / ) defined by [p<7(a;)]i =  x a- i ^  (for  x  in A 1, a in 
Hi, and i in I) is a homomorphism. Moreover, i f  |T| >  2 then p is one-to-one.
Proof. Since E /  and A ut(A / ) are both groups, I show in the following th a t p 
preserves the group operations.
First, consider a  and r  in E /  and x  in Ah I have
[P [< to t]  ( t ) ]   ^ =  x [aoT]~1(i)
—1ocr- 1 ](i)
X T - i ( (7- 1  ( j ) )
=  \ P r ( x ) \ ff- i (i)
=  Ip A pA x ))^
=  [[p * ° P t ] ( x ) ] 4 .
Since i was arbitrary, it follows th a t p[aOT} (x) = \pa 0 pT] {x) and, since x  was arbi­
trary, P[aor] =  Pa ° Pt- Thus, p preserves function composition.
Next, consider the identity element of H T. For arbitrary x  in A 1 and i in
/ ,  it follows tha t
Pid^ix )  . =  x id- i (i) = X i  = [*dA / ( a : ) ] i .
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Thus, Pid-zj equals idAi, the identity automorphism of A 7. 
Finally, let x  be in A 1 and i in I. I have
[[Pa 0Pa-A (T)L = [P[aoa^}{x)\i 
= Pid^ix)I 1 J I
= [idAi(x)]i
and, since i is arbitrary, it follows th a t \pa o p a-i] (x) =  idAi(x).  Since this is true 
for all x  in A 1, I havepo-op^-i =  idAi. Hence pa-i — (pa ) _1 a n dp  preserves inverses. 
Therefore, p is a homomorphism.
Now, let |T| >  2 and a and r  be in £ /  such th a t pa — pT. This means that, for 
all x  in A 7,
pa{x) = p T(x).
Moreover, for all i in I,
\P*(x)\i = \Pr(x)\i
thus
X(r  i(i) X T i(i)-
As this holds for all x, consider x  with a in the <7 _1(j)-th  coordinate and b elsewhere 
where a ^  b. Then x a-i(p = a = x T- i ^ ,  which implies a - 1(j) =  Since j  is
arbitrary, it follows tha t cr_1(i) =  r ~ 1(i) for all i in I,  hence a~ l — r _1. Therefore, 
a  — t  and p is one-to-one. ■
The next lemma gives a homomorphism between the automorphism group of an
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algebra and the automorphism group of the congruence lattice of the same algebra.
L em m a  4.5 . Let A be an algebra. The map f  : Aut(A) —> Aut(Con(A)) defined 
by
/(</>) =  $  where <f> carries $
is a homomorphism.
Proof. Recall th a t $  is carried by <fi if
$ ( 6*) =  {(0(w), 4>(v)) G A x A | u 6  v}
for all 9 in Con(A). By Lemma 3.3, every 0 in Aut(A) carries a unique $  in 
Aut(Con(A)) so /  is well-defined. Hence let $  and T be automorphisms of Con(A) 
and 0 and 7  automorphisms of A such tha t / (0 )  =  <f> and / ( 7 ) =  T. Then, for any 
9 in Con(A),
0  l ) ](°)  = {([</> 0  7] («)> [0 0  7] (v)) e A x A : u 9 v)
= {(0(7(«)), 0( 7(^))) e  A x A : u 9 v }
= {(0(u), <f>(v)) G A x A : u  r (9) v }
=  * ( r ( 0 ))
=  [ $ o r ]  (9).
Hence / ( 0  o 7 ) =  <f> o T = / (0 )  o / ( 7 ).
Now, I claim th a t / ( 0 _1) =  / ( 0 ) _1. For any 9' such tha t $(#) =  9',
f i ^ W )  = { (0_1('u), 0 _1(n)) e  A  x A  \ u 9 '  v )
— { (0 " 1(u), 0 _ 1(u)) G A x A : u <3>(0) u}
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= {(4> 1{<f>(u)), <f> 1 (cj)(v))) G A  x A  : u 6  v}  
=  {{u, v) G A  x A  : u 9 v}
=  $ - 1(0 ').
Thus, f ^ - 1) = & - 1 = m - 1.
Finally,
{{idA{u),id>A(v)) £ A  x  A  : u 9 v} = {(u, v) £ A  x  A  : u 6 v}
ic?Con(A)(^)
so f i idA)  = idcon(A)■ Thus, since /  preserves the group operations, /  is a homo­
morphism. ■
4.4  Every autom orphism  of C on((2A)n) is carried  
by an autom orphism  o f (2A)n
I prove in this section th a t every automorphism of C o n ((2 A)n) is carried by an 
automorphism of (2 A)7' for all n. In addition to this, I show th a t the automorphism 
group of (2A)n is isomorphic to the automorphism group of C o n ((2 A)n) and both 
are isomorphic to  the symmetric group S n.
First, some notation used throughout the proofs in this section is defined. Recall 
from Section 1.2, tha t the algebra (2A)n =  (2n; A) has the underlying set
2n =  { ( a i , . . . ,  an) | Gtj G {0,1}}
and the meet operation is applied coordinatewise. For any subset J  of I  =  { 1 , . . . ,  n},
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let x J be the element of (2 A)n such th a t
1, if i e  J, and
x \  =
0, if i £ J.
In addition, let x J be the element in (2A)n such tha t
x f  = <
0, if * G J, and
1, if i ^  J.
Note that, for every element u  in (2A)n, there is a set J  C I  such tha t u =  x J — x 1^ '7. 
In addition, x® is the element ( 1 , 1 , . . . ,  1,1) in (2A)n, x ^  is an atom of (2A)n for all 
i, and x"W is a coatom for all i. Finally, consider the relations 0 J on (2 A)n defined
as
0 J=  {(u ,v)  e  (2 A)n x (2 A)n | {xJ < u and x J < v ) or (x J ^  u and x J ^  v)}  .
A useful fact to note is th a t every 0 J has exactly two congruence blocks when J  /  / .  
In the next lemma and corollary, I show th a t every 0 J is, in fact, a congruence 
on (2A)n.
L em m a  4.6. Let a e  S be an element in a finite meet-semilattice S. Then 
0„  =  {(?i,D)6 S x S : ( f l < «  and a < v) or (a ^  u and a ^ v ) }  
is a congruence on S.
Proof. Let u be an element of S. Then surely a < u or a ^  u. Hence {u,u) is in 
0 a and 0 a is reflexive. Now, suppose (u,v)  is in 0 a. Then either a < u  and a <  v 
or a ^  u  and a ^  v. In each case, the pair (v,u)  is in 0 a, so 0 a is symmetric. 
Finally, let (u, v) and {v, z) be in 0 a. Either a < v  or a ^  v, and u  and z share the
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same property. Hence, (u, z) is in 0 a and the relation is transitive. Thus 0 a is an 
equivalence relation.
Now, let u<da v  and w  0 a z. If u  and v  are not greater than  or equal to a or re 
and z  are not greater than  or equal to a, then a ^  u  A w and a ^ . v  A z. If u, v, w,  
and z  are all greater th a t a, then u  A w > a and v A z > a. Hence, u A w  0 a v A z  
and 0 a is a congruence on S. ■
Since every 0 J is of the form described Lemma 4.6, I have the following imme­
diate corollary.
Corollary 4.7. 0 J is a congruence on (2A)n for  all J  C ( 1 , . . .  , n}.
Now, before the main theorem is stated, a series of lemmas is presented describing 
the structures of both (2A)n and Con((2A)n). For the following, since (2A)n has a top 
element, adopt the convention th a t / \  0 =  1. The next lemma allows a description 
of all of the elements of (2A)n by considering a much smaller subset of them.
Lemma 4.8. Every element o / ( 2 a ) "  is the meet of a subset of the coatoms of (2 A)n. 
Moreover, this subset of the coatoms is unique.
Proof. First note th a t the coatoms of (2A)n are the as defined above. If x J is 
some element of (2 A)n, then x J =  .
k e i \ J
Now suppose, for some L  C / ,  th a t x J =
l eL
in L  and i is in I \ J .  Hence L  must equal I \ J .
x^K  Then x \  = 0 if and only if i is
The next lemma describes the automorphisms of (2A)".
L e m m a  4 .9 .  The automorphism group of (2A)n is isomorphic to £ n .
Proof. Let i p  be an automorphism of (2A)n and x ^  a coatom of (2A)n. By Lemma 4.1 
i p ( x ^ )  = x ^ }  for some j .  Hence, since i p  is a bijection, i p  permutes the coatoms of
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Now, for all u <  1 in (2A)n, by Lemma 4.8, u = A • • • A for some 
ii, Then
ip(u) =  i p ( x ^  A • • • A x =  i p { x A • • • A ip (x^m^).
Thus, ip(u) is completely determined by where ip maps each x^ljK Therefore, any 
automorphism of (2A)n is defined by how it permutes the coatoms of (2A)n. Hence, 
there are at most n! automorphisms of (2 A)n.
However, by Lemma 4.4, there exists a one-to-one homomorphism p from £ n to 
A ut(( 2 A)n). Since |£ n | =  nl, it follows th a t n\ <  |Aut((2A)n) | . Thus
|En| =  |Aut((2A)")|
and p is a bijection. Therefore, A ut((2A)n) is isomorphic to £ n. ■
For all u in a finite meet-semilattice S and 0 in C on(S), define \ u /6 \ such tha t
[u/9\ =  f \ { v  6  S : v 9 u}.
By Lemma 4.6, 0 |_a/0 | is in C on(S). The following lemma provides a useful way of 
describing the congruences of S.
L em m a  4.10. For any finite meet-semilattice S and 0 in C on(S),
6 =  A  @L«/^ J-
a£S
P ro o f . F irs t, I show 9 C ^ 0 |a / 0 j -  b e t (u ’ v ) be in  9. Suppose, for a co n trad ic tio n ,
aeS
tha t there exists an s such th a t (u ,v) is not in 0[s/6»j- W ithout loss of generality, 
this means [S/^J ^  u  and V s /®\ ^  v - Since |_S/$J 9 \_s/6\ and u 6 v, it follows
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th a t \_s/9\ = [s/9\ A u 9 |_s/#J A v .  But [s/9\ ^  v  so \_s/9\ A v  < [s / 9 \ . This
contradicts the minimality of \_s/9\. Hence the pair (u,v) is in O[a/o\ f°r ah a in S
and 9 C / \ © La/0j .
aes
For the other direction, let (u,v)  be in the congruence / \ O |a / 0j- There exists an
ae  S
s such th a t [s/9\ 9 u A v .  I claim that, for any t in S, if [t/9\ < u and [t/9\ < v, 
then \ t /9 \  < \s /6 \. I have th a t \ t /9\  < u and [t/9\  < v  implies [t /9 \  < u  A v .  
Then
[_s/#J A [t/9\ 9 u A v  A 11/9\ ,
so [s/9\ A [t/9\ 9 [t/9\ . But [_s/9\ A \ t /9 \  < \ t /9\  and, by the minimality of |_t / 9 \ ,
it follows tha t [t/9\ < [_s/9\ A \ t /9 \  . Hence [t/9\ = [s/9\ A \ t /9 \  so \ t /9 \  < [_s/9\. 
However, there exists an r in S such th a t [r/9\ 9 u  so \r /9 \  < u. As (u,v) is
in A e i a/0j, it follows th a t [r/9\ < v. Thus [r/9\ < u A v < u. By the previous
aes
paragraph, \r /9\  < |_s / 9 \ . Since [r/9\ 9 u,
[r/9\ A \_s/9\ 9 u A [s/9\ .
Hence \r /9\  9 \_s/9\ which means \r /9 \  — [_s/9\. And so, u A v  9 \_s/9\ is equivalent
to u A v 9 \r /9 \ ,  thus u A v  9 u. Similarly, u A v  9 v yielding u 9 v. Thus, (u , v) must
be in 9. Therefore, /\© |a/AI — ^ an<^  ^ =  / \ © La/<9J • B
a e S aes
The next lemma describes some im portant properties of the maximal congruences 
of Con((2A)n).
Lemma 4.11. The following are equivalent:
(a) 9 is a maximal congruence in Con(( 2 A)n).
(b) 9 is meet-irreducible.
(c) 9 = 0 J for some J C I  =  { l , . . . , n } .
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Moreover, every element in Con((2A)n) is the meet of a subset o f the maximal 
congruences of Con((2A)n) and this subset is unique.
Proof. If 9 is a maximal congruence, then 0 is covered only by the universal relation
V, hence 9 must be meet-irreducible.
I show th a t if 9 is not a maximal congruence, then 9 is not meet-irreducible. 
Assume 9 is not a maximal congruence. Then, since 9 -ft, V, there must be at least 
three congruence classes of 9. Let T  = \ x Jl, x j2, . . . ,  x Jm } be the minimum elements 
of the congruence classes of 9 where m  is the number of congruence classes. Note
th a t for some i, the element x Ji =  0. By Lemma 4.10,
m
e = / \ e J\
2= 1
Now, since there are at least three congruence classes of 9, there must must be 
at least three distinct 0 Ji not equal to 9 , two of which are not equal to V. Hence 
9 is not meet-irreducible. Therefore, by contraposition, if 9 is meet-irreducible, it 
must be a maximal congruence.
Next, note th a t any congruence in any congruence lattice with only two classes 
is a maximal congruence. Moreover, 0 0 J 1 if and only if J  =  I. Thus, 0 J is a 
maximal congruence in Con((2A)n) for all J  C I.
Finally, suppose 9 is a maximal congruence. Then 9 must have only two congru­
ence blocks; otherwise,
m
9 = A  0 Jt
i = 1
for some m  > 3 and 9 would not be meet-irreducible. In addition, the two congruence 
blocks must be 0/9  and 1/9  as 0 9 1 implies th a t 9 =  V. Now, consider v = 
/ \ { u  E  (2A)n | u 9 1} which satisfies v 9 1 and v < u for all u 9 1. Thus,
v = v A w 9 l A w = w
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for all w > v. Hence, 1/9 is the interval [v, 1] in (2A)n for this v and it follows tha t 0/6  
must be all elements not in the interval. Therefore, 9 = ©J , where J  C {1 , . . . ,  n)  
is chosen so tha t v = x J . ■
In order to understand the rest of this section, consider the following useful defi­
nition. Recall th a t by Lemma 4.11 the meet-irreducible elements of C o n ((2 A)n) are 
exactly the maximal congruences of the form ©J for some J  C / .  Let the dimension 
of a maximal congruence in C o n ((2 A)n) be the cardinality of the corresponding 
index set J . T hat is, if | J\ = j ,  then 0 J is a j-dimensional maximal congruence.
Before proceeding with the following lemma, note some im portant facts about 
the maximal congruences. Firstly, there are 2n — 1 maximal congruences of the form 
© j  corresponding to all elements of (2 A)n not equal to 0 (in the case of x 1 =  0 , 
by definition, Q1 =  V.) Secondly, any (n — l)-dimensional maximal congruence 
for some { R ,. . .  , i n- i }  C / ,  is of the form
=  g (2 a )" x (2a)" |
( x i <  U anC[ <  y ) or
u  an(  ^ ^
=  {(u ,v )  G (2A)n x (2A)n | (x ^  <  u  and x ^  < v) or (x ^  ^  u and x ^  ^  u)},
where x ^  is an atom  of (2A)n and { in} =  I \ { h ,  • • • , in- 1}- Thirdly, for m  < n 
there are Q ) maximal congruences of dimension m  corresponding to the number of 
subsets of I  of size m. Finally, in any m-dimensional maximal congruence ©hi>--->lm} 
where m  < n — 1, every atom add satisfies ■■■,*.?.} ^  x {0_ Hence for all i, the atom 
x &  is in
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L em m a 4.12. Let J l5 J 2, . . . ,  Jk be subsets o f I  and let J  = rv< . Then
1=1
/ \ qJi <eJ.
Moreover, i f  J  K , then
1=1
k/\ eJi £ eK.
i=i
k
Proof. Suppose th a t (it, u) is in Then there exists an I such th a t x Jl ^  u,
i = i
or for all I I have x Jl < u. Consider the first case. Since x Jl ^  u, it follows tha t 
x J‘ ^  v. However, x J‘ < x J so x J ^  u  and x'J ^  v as (u ,v) is in 0 Ji. Thus (u ,v)  is 
in 0 J .
If, on the other hand, for all I I have x Jl < u, then for all I I have x Jl < v. This 
implies th a t Jl\  the least upper bound of the set {x Jl, . . .  , x Jk}, is less than  or
k
equal to both  u  and v. But x ^ 1 =  x J. Hence (it, v) is again in 0 J so 0 J(< 0 J .
i = i
Now, suppose J  K . This means there exists an i in J  such th a t i is not in K . 
Hence x K ^  x J . However, since x Jl < x J for all I, the pair (xJ , 1) is in 0 Ji for all
k
I. Thus (xJ , 1} is in But x K ^  x J implies th a t (xJ , 1} is not in QK. Hence
i = i
k
/\QJl  ^0K.
i=i
The following corollary to Lemma 4.12 concerns the (n — l)-dimensional maximal 
congruences.
C o ro lla ry  4 .13. I f  S Jl, . . .  , 0 Jn- m are distinct (n  — 1)-dimensional maximal con-
n —m  n —m
gruences and QK is m-dimensional with 0 Ji <  QK, then K  = P ) <//•
t=i i=i
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n —m  n —m
Proof. By Lemma 4.12, 0 J( <  0 ^  implies th a t P |  Ji C K . But
1=1 i=i
f |  Ji — m  — \K\
i=i
n —m
so K  =  f ]  Ji.
i=i
The following lemma describes where an automorphism must send the maximal 
congruences of C o n ((2 A)n).
L em m a  4.14. Any automorphism o f C o n ((2 A)n) maps an m-dimensional maximal 
congruence to an m-dimensional maximal congruence for  0 <  m  < n  — 1 .
Proof Let 4> be an automorphism of C o n ((2 A)n). Note tha t, by Lemma 4.1, every 
maximal congruence in C o n ((2 A)n) must be mapped to a maximal congruence by <f>. 
Next, let 0 J l, . . . ,  Q Jn be n  distinct maximal congruences and consider the con-
n
gruence T = A 0J'- The congruence class of 0 in T is equal to P |"=1 0 / 0 Ji. T hat
i= 1
is,
0 /T  =  { « £  (2 A)n : u ^  x Ji, 1 <  i < n} .
If every 0 Ji is (n  — l)-dimensional, then x Ji is an atom for all i. Hence, since 
there are exactly n  atoms of (2 A)n and every element not equal to 0 is greater than 
or equal to an atom, it follows th a t
o / r  =  {0 } .
I claim  th a t  T is th e  tr iv ia l congruence A . For suppose th e re  ex ists a  u  an d  v  in 
(2A)n such th a t u / t )  but u /T  = v /T . If u is not comparable to v and u  T v, then 
u A v  < v so, w ithout loss of generality, suppose u < v. Then, if u = x J and v =  x K,
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there exists an i in K \  J . But this means th a t there also exists an atom of (2 A)n 
such th a t xhl <  v but oh*} u so
u  A x ^  T v  A .
Hence 0 T , which is a contradiction. Thus, if every Q Ji is (n — l)-dimensional, 
then
n
r = / \  e Ji = a.
i= 1
Now, suppose there is a k such th a t QJk is m-dimensional where m  < n  — 1. 
This means the number of (n — l)-dimensional maximal congruences in { 0 Ji | i = 
1 , . . . ,  n )  is at most n  — 1. Note th a t when QJi is (n — l)-dimensional, x Ji is an 
atom and O /0 Ji contains every atom other than  x Ji. As well, for any m-dimensional 
maximal congruence 0 w ith m < n  — 1, every atom is in 0/9. Hence there exists at 
least one atom x ^  such tha t, for all i, the element x ^  is in 0 /O Ji. Thus x ^  must be 
in 0/T  which means th a t Y must be greater than  A. Therefore, the only n  maximal 
congruences tha t meet to A are the (n — l)-dimensional maximal congruences and, 
since there are exactly n  of these, every automorphism of C o n ((2 A)n) must map 
the (n — l)-dimensional maximal congruences to each other.
I next show that, since <f> maps the (n — l)-dimensional maximal congruences 
to each other, $  must also map the m-dimensional maximal congruences to each 
other for 0 <  m <  n — 2. I show this by induction on k = n — m. The base 
case k = n — (n — 1) =  1 is true from the previous paragraph. Suppose, for all j  
where m  < j  < n  — 1 , tha t $  maps the j-dhnensional maximal congruences to each 
other. Let 0 J be an m-dimensional maximal congruence. There exists J i , , Jn- m
n—m
with each 0 Ji an (n — l)-dimensional maximal congruences and J  = |^ | Jj. For
i= 1
i — 1 , . . . ,  n — m, let QKi be the (n — l)-dimensional maximal congruence such th a t
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$ ( 0 ,7<) =  &Ki. By Corollary 4.13, the congruence 0 J is the only m-dimensional
n —m
maximal congruence such th a t 0 J,: <  0 J . As <3>(0J) is a maximal congruence
i=i
there exists T  C { 1 , . . . ,  n} with $ ( 0 J ) =  0 T.
Now
n—m n—m
y \  0 j * =  y \  0 J< a  0 J
i = l  i = l
is equivalent to
$( 0J*) = $( y\ 0J*A 0J),
i = l  i = l
SO
y \  $ ( 0 ^ ) =  y \  $ ( 0 J«) a $ ( 0 j
i=i i=i
Thus
/ \  eKi < $(0J) = 0T
i = l
By Lemma 4.12, Ki C T , so the congruence 0 T is of dimension at least m.
i= 1
But, since //-dimensional maximal congruences are mapped by $  to 7-dimensional 
maximal congruences for all j  > m, the congruence 0 T must be m-dimensional. 
Thus, it follows tha t every m-dimensional maximal congruence is m apped by $  to 
an m-dimensional maximal congruence.
Therefore, by induction on k = n  — m with m  = n — 1 as the base case, every 
automorphism $  maps an m-dimensional maximal congruence to an m-dimensional
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maximal congruence for 0 <  m  < n — 1. ■
I am now able to  state and prove an im portant lemma th a t leads to  the main 
result of this section.
Lemma 4.15. There are at most n\ automorphisms of Con((2A)”) and they corre­
spond to permutations of the (n — 1)-dimensional maximal congruences.
Proof. Let <f> be an automorphism of Con((2A)n). By Lemma 4.14, the autom or­
phism 4> must map m-dimensional maximal congruences to each other for all m. 
Then, by Corollary 4.13, every m-dimensional maximal congruence is fixed by a set 
of (n  — l)-dimensional maximal congruences of size n — m. Hence, is completely 
determined on the maximal congruences by where it sends the (n  — l)-dimensional 
maximal congruences.
In addition, since every congruence in Con((2A)n) is the meet of maximal congru­
ences by Lemma 4.11, any automorphism of Con((2A)n) is completely determined 
by where it maps the maximal congruences. Hence the automorphism $  is defined 
entirely by where it maps the (n — l)-dimensional maximal congruences which is to 
themselves. Therefore, since there are exactly n  maximal congruences of dimension 
n  — 1, there are at most n\ unique automorphisms of Con((2A)n). ■
Finally, the next theorem states th a t every automorphism of Con((2A)n) is car­
ried by an automorphism of (2 A)n.
Theorem 4.16. Every automorphism of Con((2A)ri) is carried by an automorphism  
of (2 A)n. Moreover, A ut(( 2 A)n) is isomorphic to Aut(Con((2A)n)) under f  defined 
such that
/(</>) =  4> where <f carries 4>.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, every automorphism <f> of (2A)n carries some automorphism 
of Con((2A)n). Note th a t /  is the same as the map /  defined in Lemma 4.4.
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I claim th a t every distinct automorphism of (2A)n carries a distinct autom or­
phism of Con((2A)n). T hat is, the map /  is one-to-one. For i in {1,2}, define 
Ti : Con(( 2 A)n) -> Con(( 2 A)n) by
r<(0) =  {{(f)i(u), 4>i(v)) e  (2A)n x (2A)n | u 6 v }
where 0i and 02 are distinct automorphisms of (2A)n. There exists a j  such tha t 
0 1 7^  02(aT^). Now, (T ^ ,  1) is in ©HI, so
(0 j (x{j}) , 0 j ( l ) )  =  ( 0 j (x {j}) , l )
is in r i(0 ^ > ) and, by Lemma 4.1, the elements 0 i ( x ^ )  and 0 2( x ^ )  are coatoms 
of (2A)n. But is the only coatom in l /© fJl so
(0 i(T {j}), 1) ^  (02(T{j}), 1),
which implies
r!(©{*>)  ^r2(©w).
Thus, Ti ^  r2.
Therefore, since there are n\ automorphisms of (2A)n by Lemma 4.9 and at 
most n\ automorphisms of Con((2A)n) by Lemma 4.15, every automorphism of 
Con((2A)n) is carried by an automorphism of (2A)n. Moreover, |Aut(Con(( 2 A)n))| =  
|Aut((2A)n)| and, since /  is one-to-one, /  is a bijection. Therefore, by Lemma 4.5, 
/  is an isomorphism. ■
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Chapter 5
Classifying the Congruence 
Lattice o f (2/\)n for all n
In this chapter, I discuss possibilities for determining the congruence heredity of 
(2 A)n for all n > 2 .
5.1 Ideas for solv ing th e  general case
In Chapter 2 and 3 ,1 prove th a t Con((2A)2) is power-hereditary by showing th a t ev­
ery subdirect product of Con((2A)2) x Con((2A)2) containing ({0} x Con((2A)2))U 
(Con((2A)2) x {1}) is the congruence lattice of an algebra on the universe of 
(2a ) 2 x (2a)2. I believe the key to solving the general case involves the graphs 
of the automorphisms of Con((2 A)n). This comes from the fact th a t proving tha t 
L0 — the only subdirect product coming from a non-identity automorphism of 
Con((2A)2) — is a congruence lattice requires further consideration of the underly­
ing set an d  th e  equivalence re la tions  involved. W hereas, for every o th e r  su b d irec t 
product containing ({0} x Con((2A)2)) U (Con((2A)2) x {1}), the proof th a t each 
is a congruence lattice requires only lattice-theoretic arguments.
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The main result of Chapter 4, th a t every automorphism of Con((2A)n) is carried 
by an automorphism of (2 A)n, actually yields an even more powerful result thanks 
to the next lemma.
Lemma 5.1. [2 2 ] Suppose that A  is a finite algebra and that <3> : Con(A) —> 
Con(A) is an automorphism. / / $  is carried by an automorphism <j) of A ,  then the 
graph of the automorphism  $  (as a sublattice o f Con(A) x Con(A)) is closed under 
all primitive positive formulas yielding equivalence relations.
Lemma 5.1 provides the step needed to  produce, from Theorem 4.16 and Lemma 3.8, 
the following im portant result.
Theorem 5.2. Let 4? be an automorphism o f Con((2A)n). Every subdirect product 
L of Con((2A)n) x Con((2A)n) containing ({0} x Con((2A)n)) U (Con((2A)n) x {1}) 
and of the form
L =  { (a ,0 )  e  Con((2A)n) x Con((2A)n) : $(<*) < 0}
is the congruence lattice o f an algebra on the universe of (2A)n x (2A)n.
Proof. By Theorem 4.16, every automorphism $  of Con((2A)n) is carried by an 
automorphism f> of (2A)n. Then, by Lemma 5.1, the graph G  of the automorphism 
4> is closed under primitive formulas and, by Lemma 1.4, is a congruence lattice on 
the universe of (2A)n x (2A)n. But
G  =  {(<*,/?} G Con((2 A)n) x Con((2A)n) : $(«) =  0}
hence, by Lemma 3.8,
L =  { (a ,0 )  e  Con((2A)n) x Con((2A)n) : 4>(a) < 0}
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is the congruence lattice of an algebra on the universe of (2 A)n x (2 A)n . ■
I predict tha t Theorem 5.2 will allow me to write every subdirect product of 
Con((2A)n) x Con((2A)n) containing ({0} x Con((2A)n)) U (Con((2A)n) x {1}) as 
the intersection of known congruence lattices as I do for (2A ) 2  in Chapter 2. In 
addition, I anticipate Corollary 2.8 will prove very useful. Recall th a t Corollary 2.8
(a) states any subdirect product L of Con((2 A)n) x Con((2A)n) containing ({0} x 
Con((2A)n)) U (Con((2 A)n) x {1}) is equivalent to
L =  { ( a ,P) £ Con((2A)n) x Con((2A)n) : a < (3f }
where (3  ^ = \J {a  £ Con((2A)n) : (a,/?) £ L}. I conjecture th a t thinking of the 
subdirect products in this way should expedite the process of writing them as the 
intersection of known congruence lattices.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future D irections
6.1 C onclusion
The initial question asked in Chapter 1 is, “W hat are the power-hereditary repre­
sentations of the lattice S 7 and its dual?” This question is partially answered in the 
central theorem of Chapter 3:
T h e o re m  3.7. The congruence lattice o f (2A) 2 is a power-hereditary representation 
of the lattice S7.
Every other result in this thesis either leads to or, in a certain sense, leads from 
Theorem 3.7.
Chapter 2 consists of a series of lemmas and theorems leading to Theorems 2.14 
and 2.18 — necessary and sufficient conditions for congruence lattice representations 
of S 7 and its dual to be power-hereditary. Besides being a useful tool to study any 
representation of S7 , Theorem 2.14 provides the key to the proof of Theorem 3.7.
Then, in Chapter 3, I describe an algebra (2A)2 whose congruence lattice is iso­
morphic to S7. I supply a proof th a t C o n ((2 A)2) is power-hereditary in Section 3.2 
and then provide an alternate proof in Section 3.3. In addition, I show in The­
orem 3.15 th a t every finite lattice in V({S7}) is representable by an algebra with
87
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a meet operation, a result stemming directly from Theorem 3.7. And finally, in 
Chapters 4 and 5, I begin the process of generalizing the proof of Theorem 3.7 with 
the goal to prove the conjecture th a t C o n ((2 A)n) is power-hereditary for all n  > 2 .
6.2 Further questions
Many questions have come up during my research, some of which I had intended to 
answer when I began and some which arose from my results. This thesis concludes 
w ith a few of them.
The major open problem I would like to answer is discussed fully in the previous 
section.
P ro b le m  1. Is C o n ((2 A)n) power-hereditary fo r  all n > 2?
W ith respect to the lattice S7, the following questions remain to be answered.
P ro b le m  2. What are other congruence lattice representations of S7 and are these 
representations hereditary or power-hereditary?
John Snow has suggested th a t it would probably be possible to come up with 
a sufficient condition for a representation of S 7 to not be power-hereditary — one 
th a t is similar to tha t of Theorem 1.12 for the lattice M 3. He speculated, though, 
th a t finding a representation to satisfy this graph-theoretic condition could prove 
quite challenging.
In Chapter 2, a necessary and sufficient condition is given for a representation of 
S7*, the dual of S7, to be power-hereditary. I have yet to find a congruence lattice 
representation of S 7* but it is of interest to note th a t S7* is isomorphic to the lattice 
of convex subsets of a three element chain [8 ]. Still, many similar questions to those 
already asked in regards to S 7 could also be asked about St-*.
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P ro b le m  3. What are other congruence lattice representations 0/ S 7* and are these 
representations hereditary or power-hereditary?
Let H  be the class of all finite lattices L such th a t if C on(A ) is isomorphic to  L 
then C on(A ) is hereditary and let V H  be the class of all finite lattices L such th a t 
if C on(A ) is isomorphic to L then C on(A ) is power-hereditary.
P ro b le m  4. What are the elements o fH  and V H ?
Snow’s results in [20] show th a t every congruence lattice representation of the 
non-modular lattice N 5 is power hereditary. Hence N 5 is an element of V H . The 
modular non-distributive lattice M 3 , on the other hand, has both a power-hereditary 
and non-power-hereditary representation and so is not an element of V H .
An even more interesting question comes next.
P ro b le m  5. Under what operations are H  and V H  closed?
In other words, are H  and V H  closed under subalgebras, products, homomor­
phic images and various other operations. The discovery of a non-power-hereditary 
representation of M 3 in [12] showed tha t H  is not closed under direct products but 
I believe H  and V H  may be quite different from each other. A major benefit of 
showing H  and V H  to be closed under the various possible operations is th a t it 
would greatly expand the number of known representable lattices.
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A ppendix A
The congruence lattice of (2 3
The following are all 61 congruences of (2A)3, arranged according to the number of 
congruence blocks. For the ease of the reader, I have relabelled (2A)3 w ith elements 
{0, a, b, c, d, e, f ,  1} as can be seen in Figure A.I.
A =  {{0} ,{d} ,{e} ,{ /} ,{a} ,{5} ,{c} ,{ l}} ,
0 X =  {{0 , d}, {e}, { /} , {a}, {&}, {c}, {1}},
0 2 =  {{0 , e}, {d},  { /} , {a}, {6}, {c}, {1 }},
©3 =  {{0 , /} ,  {d}, {e}, {a}, {6}, {c}, {1}},
0 4 =  {{0 , d, e} , { /} , {a}, {b}, {c}, {1}},
0 5 =  {{0 ,d ,/} ,{ e } ,{ a } ,{ 6},{c} ,{ l}} ,
0 6 =  {{0 , e}, {d, a}, { /} , {6}, {c}, {1 }},
a
d
Figure A .l: The meet-semilattice (2 A)3 relabelled
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07 -= {
08 == {
09 == {
010 =
0 n =
012 =
013 =
014 =
015 =
016 =
017 =
018
019 =
020
021
022 =
023 =
024 =
025 =
026 =
027 =
028 =
029 =
030 =
031 =
032
033 =
o , f } , { d ,  5} ,{e} ,{a} ,{c} ,{ l}} , 
0 ,e ,/} ,{ d } ,{ a } ,{ 6},{c} ,{ l}} , 
0 , d}, {e, a}, { /} , {b}, {c}, {1}},
/} ,{e ,c} ,{d} ,{a} ,{ fe} ,{ l}} ,
<*}>{/> &}» {e>> («}> ( cl> -C1)}*
e}, { /, c} ,{d} ,{a} ,{ 6},{ l}} , 
d , e , a } , { f } , { b } , { c } , {  1}},
d, f , &}) {e}5 {&}> {c}) I 1}})
e, / ,  c} ,{d } ,{a} ,{ 6},{ l}} , 
d , e , f } , { a } , { b } , { c } , {  1}},
d, /} ,{ e ,c } ,{ a } ,{ 6},{ 1 }}, 
rf,e} ,{ /, c} ,{ a} ,{ 6} ,{ l}} ,
e , /},{<*, ^} ,{«} ,{c} ,{1 }},
d, e}, { /, 6} ,{a} ,{c} ,{ l}} ,
e , /} ,{ d ,a } ,{ 6} ,{c} ,{ l}} , 
r f ,/} ,{ e ,a } ,{ 6} ,{c} ,{ l}} ,
e } ,{ a U } ,{ /, c } ,m ,{ l} } ,
/ } , K  & },{e,c},{a},{l}}, 
< K { e ,a } ,{ /, 6} ,{c} ,{ 1}}, 
d , e , f ,  c}, {a}, {b},  {1}}, 
d,e,  f ,  b}, {a}, {c}, {1}},
d , e , f , a } , { b } , { c } , {  1}},
e , f } , { d , a , b } , { c } , {  1}}, 
d , f } , { e , a , c } , { b } , { l } } ,  
d , e } , { f , b, c} ,{a} ,{ l}} ,
/} ,R  6},{e,cMM}},
e}, {d, a}, { /, c}, {6, 1 }},
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@34 = {0 , d } , { e , a } , { / ,  6 } ,{ c ,  1}} ,
@35 = {0, e, / ,  c}, {d, a } ,  {6}, { 1 } } ,
@36 = { 0 , d , e , a } , { f ,  6 } , { c } , { 1 } } ,
@37 = {0, d, e, a } ,  { / ,  c } , { 6 } , { 1 } } ,
II00CO
®
{ 0 , e , f ,  c}, {d,  b}, { a } ,  { 1 } } ,
@39 — { 0 ,d, / ,  b}, {e, a},  {c} , { 1 } } ,
IIo® { 0 ,d, f ,  6 } , { e , c } , { a } , { l } } ,
@41 = {0, d, e, / ,  a ,  6}, {c} , { 1 } } ,
@42 = { 0 ,d, / ,  b}, {e, c}, { a ,  1}} ,
@43 = {0, d, e, a } ,  { / ,  c}, {b, 1}} ,
@44 = { 0 ,d ,  e , f , a , c } , { b } , { l } } ,
@45 — {0, e , / ,  c},{d,  b},{a,  1}} ,
@46 = { 0 , d , e , f ,  b, c } , { a } , { l } } ,
II® { 0 , d , e , a } , { f ,  b},{c,  1}} ,
® 00 II {0, e, / ,  c} , {d, a } ,  {b, 1}} ,
@ 4 9  = { 0 ,d, / ,  b}, {e,a} , {c,  1}} ,
@50 = {0, d, e, a } ,  { /, b, c } ,{ 1 } } ,
@51 = { 0 ,d ,  / ,  6 } , { e , a , c } , { l } } ,
@52 = {0, e, / ,  c } , { d , a ,  6 } ,{ 1 } } ,
@53 = {0, e, / ,  c } , { d , a , 6 , 1}} ,
@54 = { 0 ,d ,  / ,  &}, {e, a ,  c, 1}} ,
@ 5 5  = {0, d, e, a } ,  { /, 6 , c , l } } ,
@56 = {0 , d, e, / ,  b, c}, {a, 1}},
@57 = {0 , d, e, / ,  a ,  c} , { 6 ,1 } } ,
@ 5 8  = { 0 , d , e , / , a , 6 } , { c ,  1}} ,
@59 = {0 , d, e, / ,  a, b, c}, { 1 } } ,  a n d
V =  { 0 , d , e , f , a , b ,  c, 1}}.
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